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Abstract. We consider the interior cohomology (and the Hodge graded pieces

in the case of the de Rham realization) of general — not necessarily compact
— PEL-type Shimura varieties with coefficients in the local systems corre-

sponding to sufficiently regular algebraic representations of the associated re-
ductive group. For primes p bigger than an effective bound, we prove that the

Fp- and Zp-cohomology groups are concentrated in the middle degree, that

the Zp-cohomology groups are free of p-torsion, and that every Fp-cohomology
class lifts to a Zp-cohomology class.

Introduction

In the introduction to [42], we asked the following question on the cohomology
of a (general) Shimura variety with coefficients in algebraic representations of the
associated reductive group:

Question. Let p be a prime number. When is the (Betti) cohomology of the
Shimura variety with (possibly nontrivial) integral coefficients p-torsion free?

We provided a partial answer in [42], by proving the torsion freeness under the
following conditions: that the Shimura variety is compact, is of PEL type, and has
a neat and prime-to-p level; that the weight of the algebraic representation is suf-
ficiently regular ; and that p is greater than an explicit bound determined by the
linear algebraic data and the weight (and independent of the neat and prime-to-p
level). More precisely, we showed that the cohomology groups with p-torsion coeffi-
cients are concentrated in the middle degree, and this last fact implied the desired
p-torsion freeness statement. The key ingredients of the proof included Illusie’s
vanishing theorem in characteristic p > 0, Faltings’s dual BGG construction, and
an observation relating the (geometric) “Kodaira type” conditions on the coefficient
systems to the (representation-theoretic) “sufficient regularity” conditions.
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One naturally asks for analogous statements for noncompact PEL-type Shimura
varieties. Of course, unlike in the compact case, here we have a plethora of cohomol-
ogy theories, for some of which torsion and integral coefficients make sense. Among
them are the ordinary cohomology, the cohomology with compact support, the in-
terior cohomology (Harder’s “innere Kohomologie” [20, p. 41]; cf. Remark 7.31),
and the intersection cohomology (with respect to the minimal (Satake–Baily–Borel)
compactification), which in general are all different.

The techniques of vanishing theorems in positive characteristics can be most
readily applied to the first two, and hence to the third as a result. This is due to
the fact that the automorphic vector bundles with integrable connections extend
naturally to ones with log poles (along the boundaries) over smooth toroidal com-
pactifications (see [50], [18, Ch. VI], [21], [22], and [46]), and that we have good
integral models of both the compactifications and the bundles (see [18, Ch. VI],
[48], and [38]) that we can then reduce modulo good primes. We prove that the
ordinary cohomology groups (resp. the compactly supported cohomology groups)
vanish below the middle degree (resp. above the middle degree) for sufficiently reg-
ular weights and for neat and prime-to-p levels as before (in [42]). These vanishing
statements imply, in the middle degree, the p-torsion freeness of the ordinary co-
homology and the liftability of the compactly supported cohomology classes with
Fp-coefficients. We also deduce that the interior cohomology is concentrated in the
middle degree and enjoys both the p-torsion freeness and the liftability.

In addition to the representation-theoretic techniques (such as the dual BGG
construction and procuring suitable line bundles) employed already in [42], we will
need a new vanishing theorem in characteristic p > 0. While the ample automor-
phic line bundles (that we used in the compact case [42]) over the Shimura variety
extend canonically to ample line bundles over the (generally singular) minimal com-
pactification, their pullbacks to the (projective smooth) toroidal compactifications
are only nef and big, but not ample in general, except in the very short list of special
cases where the toroidal compactifications agree with the minimal compactification.
(There are certainly ample line bundles on the projective toroidal compactifications,
but we need the canonical extensions of automorphic line bundles.)

Dealing with this qualitative difference falls naturally in the realm of birational
geometry, and is done in Section 3. It is supported by the first two sections, and
these three sections can be read independently of the rest of the article.

Another complication arises from the fact that we cannot expect, in general, to
have compactifications of the self-fiber products of the universal family of abelian
schemes, that are semistable over toroidal compactifications; what we manage to get
are morphisms that are log smooth and log integral. This leads to two difficulties.
The first is that it makes the literal form of Illusie’s decomposition theorem, let
alone the Kodaira type vanishing that results from it, inapplicable in the general
case. The second is that for general log smooth and log integral morphisms, the
residue maps on the relative cohomology need not be nilpotent, and this interferes
with the vanishing theorem.

It turns out that these two difficulties can be overcome for our families over
Shimura varieties. The decomposition can be obtained by using certain properties
of the families and then applying a theorem of Ogus, and the residues can be shown
to be nilpotent in various ways. (As to the former, we note that Illusie had already
outlined how one could obtain the decomposition in a setting more general than
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just the semistable case.) After these considerations, the variant in Section 3.3 will
give the vanishing that is necessary for our PEL-type Shimura varieties.

Here is an outline of the article. In Section 1, we recall Illusie’s decomposition
theorem for the relative log de Rham cohomology of semistable morphisms and
Ogus’s (partial) generalization for certain F -spans; the latter will apply to the case
of PEL-type Shimura varieties. In Section 2, we record some facts in logarithmic
geometry that we will need for our later proofs. By adapting Esnault and Viehweg’s
method of cyclic coverings, we prove a vanishing statement in Section 3 that applies
to the kinds of morphisms considered in the preceding sections. In Section 4, we
review the notion of PEL-type Shimura varieties and automorphic bundles, as in
[42], and introduce the so-called canonical extensions of automorphic bundles over
toroidal compactifications. In Section 5, we explain how to geometrically realize
the canonical extensions of the automorphic bundles, using results from [38]. In
Section 6, we give two proofs of the nilpotence of the residues on the canonical
extensions of automorphic vector bundles on toroidal compactifications of PEL-type
Shimura varieties; the first uses the comparison in [37] and the analytic local charts
in Ash–Mumford–Rapoport–Tai [2], and the second is purely algebraic and uses
only the definition. In Sections 7–8, we apply the vanishing statement in Section
3 to obtain our main results on the (log) de Rham and Hodge cohomology of
automorphic bundles. In Sections 9–10, we translate these into results on the étale
and Betti cohomology, using crystalline comparison isomorphisms. (Some materials
in Sections 2, 4–6, and 9 are unsurprising and can be considered reviews for experts
working in this area; but since they are not readily available in the literature, we
develop the theories for the convenience of the reader.)

The broad line of proof in this article is parallel to that in [42], and we will
indicate the corresponding steps along the way. We repeat, as we emphasized in
[42, Introduction], that all the conditions in our results are explicit and all the
bounds can be easily calculated in practice.

After we sent Tilouine an earlier version of this article, we learned from him
that Stroh had been working on the liftability of cuspidal Siegel modular forms. In
[63], Stroh obtained a liftability theorem based on a result of Shepherd-Barron [61]
(for projective toroidal compactifications of Siegel modular schemes), and deduced
from it certain results on classicality in Hida theory. We note that this liftability
also follows as a special case from our results in Section 8.2.
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1. Decomposition theorems

We recall two decomposition theorems in this section.

1.1. Illusie’s theorem. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, (X,D)
and (Y,E) two smooth varieties with simple normal crossings divisors over k, and
f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E) a proper semistable morphism [27, §1]; this in particular
means D = f−1(E) as schemes. Then the relative log (= logarithmic) de Rham
cohomology sheaves Hm(f) = Rmf∗(ω

•
X/Y ) (here ω•X/Y = Ω•X/Y (log(D/E)); see

[27, §1.3]) are coherent sheaves equipped with the Gauss–Manin connection and
the Hodge filtration.

Theorem 1.1 (Illusie). Assume that the morphism f lifts to W2(k) (in the obvious
sense, see [27, §2]) and that Y is of dimension ≤ e. Then
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(1) For m < p, the Hodge spectral sequence

(1.2) Eij1 = Rjf∗ω
i
X/Y ⇒ Hi+j(f)

has Eij1 = Eij∞ whenever i+ j < p, and the associated graded of the filtered
coherent module Hm(f) is locally free and of formation compatible with
arbitrary base change Z −→ Y . When m+ e < p, there is an isomorphism

⊕i griω•Y ′(H
m(f)′) ' FY/k∗ω•Y (Hm(f)),

in the derived category D(OY ′), where Y ′ and Hm(f)′ denote the base
change of Y and Hm(f), respectively, by the absolute Frobenius on k.

(2) If dimX < p, then (1.2) degenerates and we have an isomorphism

⊕i griω•Y ′(H
∗(f)′) ' FY/k∗ω•Y (H∗(f)),

where H∗(f) = ⊕mHm(f) denotes the total cohomology.

For (2), see [27, Thm. 4.7] and the paragraph that follows it. For (1), the
statements on the spectral sequence and the local freeness are in [27, Cor. 2.4].
This then verifies the condition (∗) of [27, Thm. 4.7] for i + j < p, which suffices
for the constructions and calculations made in [27, §§3–4] for Hm. Moreover, the
condition m+ e < p implies that the subcomplex Gp−1 is the whole complex.

Remark 1.3. The decomposition extends to proper, smooth, and W2(k)-liftable
morphisms of Cartier type between fs log schemes in characteristic p > 0. (See [28,
Thm. 4.12].)

1.2. Ogus’s theorem. As mentioned in the Introduction, we will later need a
decomposition theorem for morphisms that are proper, log smooth, and log integral,
but not necessarily semistable. The goal of this subsection is to obtain such a
decomposition, with the help of Ogus’s machinery in his book [51]. We manage
to do so only under a rather strong set of conditions that will be satisfied in our
application to Shimura varieties. We note that Illusie already outlined, in [27, Ex.
4.21], a method for proving such a decomposition for crystals that satisfy certain
divisibility conditions.

Notation. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, W (k) the ring of Witt
vectors over k, and (X ,D) and (Y, E) two smooth separated schemes of finite
type over W (k) with relative simple normal crossings divisors. We indicate by
the subscript n the reduction of objects modulo pn, and put (X,D) = (X1,D1) and
(Y,E) = (Y1, E1). We regard the spectra of W (k), Wn(k), and k as log schemes with
the trivial log structures, while we equip the usual log structures on the schemes
with relative simple normal crossings divisors.

We consider a proper, log smooth morphism F : (X ,D) −→ (Y, E) such that the
reduced divisor F−1(E)red is equal to D. Throughout this subsection, we assume
that F is integral in the logarithmic sense [28, Def. 4.3] (“log integral” in short);
we note that the last condition implies that F is flat.

In order to apply Ogus’s theory without having F “perfectly smooth” (see [51, p.
24], which includes the condition that the reduction f of F modulo p be of Cartier
type [28, Def. 4.8]), we make the following

Assumption 1.4 (good crystalline cohomology). (1) The Hodge spectral se-
quence

Eij1 = RjF∗ωiX/Y ⇒ Ri+jF∗(ω•X/Y)
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associated with the proper, log smooth, and log integral morphism F degen-
erates, and its E1 = E∞ terms are locally free over Y (a fortiori p-torsion
free).

(2) For all m ≥ 0, the crystalline Frobenius

Φm : F ∗Y/WH
′m −→ Hm,

where Hm denotes the m-th relative log crystalline cohomology of
(X,D)/(Y,E)/W and H′m denotes the base change on Y ′ of Hm by the
Frobenius on W = W (k), is a p-isogeny.

Remark 1.5. Under Assumption 1.4(1), the relative log de Rham cohomology ap-
pearing in (1) and the log crystalline cohomology appearing in (2), which correspond
(in the sense of [28, Thm. 6.2]) thanks to the log crystalline Poincaré Lemma (see
[28, Thm. 6.4]), are locally free. We will abuse the notation and denote both by
H∗.

Remark 1.6. A projective smooth surface X/W (k) can already have nontrivial
p-torsion in its cohomology and violate Assumption 1.4(1).

Here’s an example where (1) of Assumption 1.4 is satisfied but (2) is not. Let
Y = A1

W (k) be the affine line with coordinate y, and let E be the divisor defined by

y = 0. Choose an integer n > 0 prime to p and consider X = A1
W (k) with coordinate

x and the covering F : X −→ Y given by y = xn. With D being the divisor defined
by x = 0, F satisfies Assumption 1.4(1), since the cohomology of F is simply the
direct image F∗OX of the structure sheaf, which is locally free. However, unless
n = 1, Assumption 1.4(2) is not satisfied.

In our application to Shimura varieties, we will verify Assumption 1.4 by using
the perfect self-duality:

Proposition 1.7. Let F : (X ,D) −→ (Y, E) be a morphism of pure relative di-
mension n satisfying Assumption 1.4(1). Suppose that:

(1) The pair (H2n,Φ2n) is isomorphic to the (Tate) F -span O(−n) defined in
[51, Def. 5.2.1].

(2) The canonical cup product pairing

Hm ×H2n−m −→ H2n

is a perfect duality for each m ≥ 0.

Then F also satisfies Assumption 1.4(2).

Proof. The crystalline Frobenius is compatible with the pairing, and is a p-isogeny
on H2n by the assumption. These two facts imply that the image of Φm generates
Hm once p is inverted, and hence that Φm is a p-isogeny. �

Now we come to a decomposition theorem. The terms in quotation marks in the
proof below are those of Ogus, for which we refer to the book [51].

Theorem 1.8 (Ogus). Let F be a morphism satisfying Assumption 1.4, and sup-
pose that Y/W (k) and X/Y are of pure relative dimension e and n, respectively.
Then for each integer m satisfying m+ e < p, there is an isomorphism

⊕i griω•Y ′(H
m(f)′) ' FY/k∗ω•Y (Hm(f)),

in the derived category D(Y ′), where ′ denotes the base change of objects by the
absolute Frobenius on k.
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If, in addition, the conditions of Proposition 1.7 are satisfied, then there is a
similar isomorphism for each integer m in the range (2n−m) + e < p.

Proof. We first deal with the case m+ e < p. Put S = Spf(W (k)) and replace X ,
D, Y and E with the formal schemes over S obtained by p-adic completion. Then,
first of all, H = Hm(F) defines a “T -crystal” (H, A) on Cris((Y, E)/S). To see this,
apply [51, Thm. 6.3.2] to the trivial T -crystal OX/S (with the trivial filtration) on
(X ,D) and F (and this application requires the local freeness and the degeneration,
as in Assumption 1.4(1), in certain degrees).

Then we restrict it to the T -crystal (H1, A1) on Cris((Y,E)/S) (cf. [51, Rem.
3.2.4]). It is “uniform” in the sense of ibid. Def. 3.2.1. Taking the base change by the
absolute Frobenius on k and its canonical lifting on W (which are automorphisms
as k is perfect), we get T -crystals (H′, A′) on Cris((Y ′, E ′)/S) and (H′1, A′1) on
Cris((Y ′, E′)/S). The latter is “admissible” in the sense of ibid. Def. 5.2.4, because
(H′|Y ′ , A′) is uniform.

Thus the functor µ in ibid. §5.2 applies, and gives rise to an “Fγ-span” (see ibid.
Prop. 5.2.5) and also an admissible “F -span” (see ibid. Def. 5.2.9 and the ensuing
remark):

Ψ : F ∗Y/SH
′
1 −→ K

for some crystal K.
On the other hand, by Assumption 1.4(2), we have a p-isogeny

Φ = Φm : F ∗Y/SH
′
1 −→ H1

between crystals, which defines another — a priori different — F -span. By Assump-
tion 1.4(1) and ibid. Thm. 5.2.9, it is also admissible; in other words, there exists
a filtration B′1 on H′1 making the pair (H′1, B′1) a T -crystal such that µ(H′1, B′1) is
equal to Φ.

Lemma 1.9. The two F -spans Ψ and Φ are isomorphic.

Proof of Lemma 1.9. By the paragraph following ibid. Def. 5.2.9, the association
of the T -crystal with an admissible F -span is fully faithful, even an equivalence for
those with small width. Thus, it suffices to prove that the two filtrations A′1 and
B′1 are equal. Showing this equality is a local problem on the base.

The filtration B′1 is defined, as in ibid. §5.1, in terms of the filtration

Mk := Φ−1(pkH1)

on F ∗Y/SH
′
1, while A′1 is the (p, γ)-saturation of A′.

The morphism F restricts, for a trivial reason, to a “perfectly smooth” morphism
on the complement U of E in Y. On this open dense U , we know that the restrictions
of A′1 and of B′1 coincide: It is the theorem of Mazur and Ogus, previously a
conjecture of Katz. (One can apply ibid. Cor. 7.5.2 to the trivial crystal, using
Assumption 1.4.)

One can deduce from this that B′1 contains A′1; for each integer k, the image of
a local section of (A′1)k under Φ is, at the same time, a local section of (the locally
free) H1 and divisible by pk over U .

To prove the inclusion in the reverse direction, it suffices to show that for every
integer k, (A′1)k, and (B′1)k have the same image in H′1 mod ps for all s > k.
Suppose, towards a contradiction, that the latter contains an element t that the
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former does not. Then there exists an element x in the monoid of the log structure
of (Y ′, E ′) mod ps such that x · t belongs to (A′1)k. In other words, the module

H′1/(A′1)k

contains a nonzero element [t] annihilated by x. While this module is not locally
free over Y ′ mod ps, we still have:

Lemma 1.10. The module H′1/(A′1)k is a successive extension of modules that are
locally free over OY ′ = OY′/pOY′ .

Proof. As remarked above, A′1 is the (p, γ)-saturation of A′. Because the Hodge
level is smaller than p, we only need to consider the case where k is smaller than
p. Thus

A′k1 = A′k + pA′k−1 + · · ·+ pkA′0,

Since H′1/A′k1 is a successive extension of A′j1 /A
′j+1
1 for j < k, we are reduced to

showing that A′k−1
1 /A′k1 is a locally free OY ′ -module (note that the formula implies

that p ·A′k−1
1 ⊆ A′k1 ). Then we use the chain of inclusions

A′k1 = C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ck = A′k−1
1

in which the modules are of the form

Ci =

k∑
j=0

pc(i,j)A′j

where c(i, j) is equal to k − j − 1 when j < i and to k − j when j ≥ i. For each
i < k, multiplication by pk−i−1 maps A′i into Ci+1, and induces an isomorphism

griA′(H′)⊗ Z/p ∼ // Ci+1/Ci.

Thus Assumption 1.4(1) implies that Ci+1/Ci is locally free over OY ′ , and this
completes the proof of Lemma 1.10. �

Returning to the proof of Lemma 1.9, on one hand Lemma 1.10 implies that
multiplication by x is injective on this module, since x mod p is nonzero. But
on the other hand, x annihilates [t] 6= 0 in it. This is the desired contradiction
completing the proof of Lemma 1.9. �

Now we are ready to apply ibid. Thm. 8.2.1. We put the assumption on m in our
statement so as to meet Ogus’s condition on the width, and the liftability condition
is satisfied because the restriction (H′2, A′2) on Cris((Y ′2, E ′2)/S) of (H′, A′) further
restricts to (H′1, A′1) by transitivity. Then the formula (2) in loc. cit. is exactly
what we want.

Finally, when the conditions of Proposition 1.7 are satisfied, we can apply ibid.
Thm. 8.2.1 and the duality. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.8. �

Remark 1.11. From the proof, one sees that the crystalline Frobenius F ∗YHm −→
Hm corresponds to an F -T -crystal in the sense of [51, Def. 5.3.1].

Example 1.12. Start with a noncompact PEL datum, a “good” (for the PEL da-
tum) prime number p, and a neat and prime-to-p level. Denote by U the Shimura
variety of this level over a suitable Witt vector ring W of residue characteristic
p, choose a projective smooth toroidal compactification Y of U over W and let E
be the complementary “boundary divisor”. The universal abelian scheme, as well
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as its n-fold fiber product (for each integer n ≥ 0), admits a log smooth toroidal
compactification (X ,D) −→ (Y, E), but not necessarily integral in the log sense.
However, one can choose suitable cone decompositions (at the expense of replacing
both (X ,D) and (Y, E)) such that the resulting (X ,D) −→ (Y, E) are integral in
the log sense. (See Remark 7.17 below.) One can also prove that the conditions of
Proposition 1.7 (hence also Assumption 1.4) are satisfied. (See [38, Thm. 2.15 and
Prop. 6.9], Lemma 7.18, and the proof of Proposition 7.21 below.)

The following can sometimes be useful for verifying the condition (1) in Propo-
sition 1.7:

Proposition 1.13. The following conditions on F :

(a) F has pure relative dimension n and the canonical map

RnF∗ΩnX/Y(logD/E) −→ R2nF∗Ω•X/Y(logD/E)

is an isomorphism of locally free sheaves; and
(b) the structure map OY −→ F∗OX is an isomorphism;

imply the condition (1) in Proposition 1.7.

Proof. We will denote the common sheaf in (a) by H2n; when Assumption 1.4(1)
(which is stronger than (a)) is also satisfied, it agrees with our previous notationH2n

in Remark 1.5. Note also that (b) implies that F is surjective and has geometrically
connected fibers [19, III, 4.3.2 and 4.3.4].

To prove the assertion, we may assume that Y has pure relative dimension e over
W = W (k). Putting d = n+ e, the dualizing sheaf for F is given by:

ω = ΩdX/W ⊗
(
F∗ΩeY/W

)−1
.

From the Koszul exact sequence

0 −→ F∗Ω1
Y/W (log E) −→ Ω1

X/W (logD) −→ Ω1
X/Y(logD/E) −→ 0

we get the relation

ΩnX/Y(logD/E) = ΩdX/W (D)⊗
(
F∗ΩeY/W (E)

)−1
= ω(D −F−1E)

by looking at the highest exterior powers. The divisor

∆ := F−1E − D,
is effective, and we have the natural inclusion ΩnX/Y(logD/E) ⊆ ω. Hence

(1.14) RnF∗ΩnX/Y(logD/E) −→ RnF∗ω.

Note that the target is canonically isomorphic, via the trace map, to OY .

Lemma 1.15. The map (1.14) is an isomorphism.

Proof. From the inclusions

OX ⊆ OX (∆) ⊆ OX (F−1E)

we get

(1.16) F∗OX ⊆ F∗
(
OX (∆)

)
⊆ F∗OX (F−1E).

Thanks to (b), the first group identifies itself with OY via the structure map, and
the third with OY(E) by the projection formula. Thus a local section of the sheaf
in the middle of (1.16) is a rational function g on Y with at most simple poles along
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the branches of E . However, if g did have a simple pole, then it would not belong
to the middle sheaf, for its pullback to X would have a worse pole than is allowed
by ∆. Therefore, the first inclusion is in fact an equality.

Grothendieck duality (see [25, VII 3.3 or Appendix]) provides us with a canonical
isomorphism

RF∗RHomX (L, ω[n])
∼ // RHomY(RF∗L,OY),

functorial in L. Applying it to (1.14) and taking the cohomology sheaf in degree
−n, we get a commutative diagram

F∗OX
∼ //

��

HomY(RnF∗ω,OY)

��

F∗OX (∆)
∼ // HomY(RnF∗ΩnX/Y(logD/E),OY).

As RnF∗ΩnX/Y(logD/E) is assumed to be locally free in (a), the fact that the left

vertical map is an isomorphism implies that (1.14) is also an isomorphism. This
proves Lemma 1.15. �

Now let γ = γY (resp. γU , resp. γ′ = γY′ , resp. γU ′) be the canonical generator of
H2n (resp. H2n|U , resp. H′2n, resp. H′2n|U ′) mapping to the section 1 of OY (resp.
OU , resp. OY′ , resp. OU ′) under the composite of (1.14) and the trace map (resp.
the analogous maps). Then γ (resp. γ′) restricts to γU (resp. γU ′).

One knows that, as a coherent module with integrable connection with log poles
on (Y, E), the sheaf H2n with the Gauss–Manin connection is isomorphic to the
structure sheaf with the exterior differential. This can be seen from the fact that
γU , and hence γ, are annihilated by the connection.

On the other hand, Φ maps γU ′ to pnγU over U , since the restriction of F over
U is proper and smooth (the log structures being trivial) of pure relative dimension
n. This implies that γ′ is mapped to pnγ, and proves Proposition 1.13. �

2. A little log geometry

First, we record some facts from logarithmic geometry that will be used in
proving the main theorems. Then we prove the nilpotence of the residue map
in semistable families by adapting the method of Katz; this does not seem to be
recorded in the literature.

Throughout this section, (X,D) and (Y,E) will denote smooth varieties over a
field k with simple normal crossings divisors, and f : X −→ Y a proper and log
smooth (but not necessarily log integral) morphism. We will denote by Hm(f)
the relative log de Rham cohomology Rmf∗Ω

•
X/Y (log(D/E)) equipped with the

Gauss–Manin connection ∇ with log poles along E and the Hodge filtration F .
Let (M,∇) be a coherent module with an integrable connection on (Y,E) with

log poles along E. For each branch Ei of E, we denote by ResEi(M,∇) the residue
map.

2.1. Log smoothness and Bertini’s hyperplanes. We will later employ induc-
tions on dimension by choosing “good” hyperplane sections. For this, we need to
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know that any given log smooth morphism between smooth quasi-projective vari-
eties with simple normal crossings divisors restricts to one of the same type over a
general hyperplane.

Recall that an effective divisor D on a smooth variety X is called a simple normal
crossings divisor if D is the union of its smooth, connected branches (Di)i∈I that
meet transversally. This means that for every closed point x of X, there is an open
neighborhood U of x and, for each index i in the set

Ix := {i ∈ I : Di passes through x},

a section xi of OX over U which defines Di ∩U , such that the sequence (xi)i∈Ix is
a part of a regular sequence in the maximal ideal mx of the Zariski local ring OX,x.
This is equivalent to saying that dxi form a part of a basis of the free OX,x-module
Ω1
X/k ⊗OX OX,x, or still that the images [dxi] form a part of a basis of the free

k(x)-module Ω1
X/k ⊗OX k(x), where k(x) = OX,x/mx and [ · ] denotes reduction

modulo mx. The last formulation follows easily from the fact that OX,x is local
and Ω1

X/k is locally free.

A simple normal crossings divisor D defines the prototypical log structure on
X (see [28]), and one forms the sheaf Ω1

X/k(logD) of Kähler differentials with

log poles along D (see [11], [29], or [28]); locally, it is generated by Ω1
X/k and

d log xi = (1/xi)dxi as an OX -module. One naturally associates with the divisor D
a stratification of X into locally closed, smooth subvarieties, by taking intersections
of the branches and their complements.

Definition 2.1. Let D be a simple normal crossings divisor on a smooth variety
X. We say that an effective divisor H on X meets D transversally, or that H
is transversal to D, if H is smooth, H does not coincide with any branch of D,
and D ∪H is again a simple normal crossings divisor on H. This is the same as
requiring that H should not be a branch of D and that H should properly intersect
each stratum defined by D in smooth subschemes.

Proposition 2.2. Let D be a simple normal crossings divisor on a smooth variety
X/k, and let H be an effective divisor on X. Then H meets D transversally if and
only if, for every closed point x in H and every local equation h ∈ OX,x of H, the
image of [dh] in Ω1

X/k(logD)⊗OX k(x) is nonzero.

Proof. Write M = Ω1
X/k(logD) ⊗ OX,x, M ′ = Ω1

X/k ⊗ OX,x, M(x) = M ⊗ k(x),

and M ′(x) = M ′ ⊗ k(x). Renaming the branches of D if necessary, let (Di)i=1,··· ,`
pass through x, with local equations (xi)i=1,··· ,`, and let (yj)j=1,··· ,r complement
the (xi) into a coordinate system. We have a commutative diagram

M ′

��

// M ′(x)

����

(
⊕`i=1k(x)[dxi]

)⊕(
⊕rj=1k(x)[dyj ]

)
=: V ′1

⊕
V2

0⊕1

��

M // M(x)
(
⊕`i=1k(x)[d log xi]

)⊕(
⊕rj=1k(x)[dyj ]

)
=: V1

⊕
V2.

where the vertical map on the left is the natural inclusion. By the last of the
equivalent formulations in the definition of a simple normal crossings divisor, if H
meets D transversally, then [dh] in M ′(x) does not belong to V ′1 , so [dh] in M(x) is
nonzero. Conversely, if [dh] in M(x) is nonzero, then (i) [dh] is nonzero in M ′(x),
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hence H is smooth at x; and (ii) [dh] cannot belong to V ′1 , so D∪H defines a simple
normal crossings divisor at x. With varying x ∈ H, the proof is complete. �

Proposition 2.3. Let f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E) be a log smooth morphism between
smooth k-varieties with simple normal crossings divisors. Let H be an effective
divisor on Y that meets E transversally. Then the scheme-theoretic inverse image
f−1(H) meets D transversally, and the restriction f |H : (XH , DH) −→ (H,EH) is
log smooth, where XH = f−1(H), DH = D∩f−1(H), and EH = E∩H. Moreover,
if f is integral in the log sense [28, Def. 4.3] (resp. if f is semistable [27, Section
1]), then so is f |H .

Proof. Let x be a closed point of X contained in f−1(H), and put y = f(x).
Choose a local equation h ∈ OY,y of H, and f−1(H) is locally defined by f∗(h) in
OX,x. By one half of [28, Prop. 3.12], f∗Ω1

Y/k(logE) is locally a direct summand

of Ω1
X/k(logD), and as such the resulting map

f∗Ω1
Y/k(logE)⊗OX k(x) −→ Ω1

X/k(logD)⊗OX k(x)

is injective. So [dh] 6= 0 in the source implies f∗[dh] = [df∗(h)] 6= 0 in the target,
and f−1(H) meets D transversally by Proposition 2.2.

To see that f |H is log smooth, use the commutative diagram

(2.4) 0

��

0 // (f |H)∗ŇH/Y // (f∗ω1
Y )|XH //

��

(f |H)∗ω1
H

//

��

0

0 // ŇXH/H // (ω1
X)|XH //

��

ω1
XH

//

��

0

(ω1
X/Y )|XH //

��

ω1
XH/H

��

0 0 ,

where we suppressed /k and used the notation ω for log differentials and Ň for
conormal bundles, respectively. We know the two rows and the middle column are
exact and (as all the terms are locally free) locally split. It then follows from the
other half of [28, Prop. 3.12] that f |H is log smooth.

The statement about f |H being integral in the log sense (resp. semistable) fol-
lows easily from the local description of the sheaf of monoids of the log structures
associated with the divisors. �

Corollary 2.5. Let f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E) be as in Proposition 2.3 and L a very
ample invertible sheaf on Y . Then a general hyperplane section H in the linear
system |L| satisfies the conclusions of Proposition 2.3; in particular, such H exists
if k is infinite.

Proof. In view of Proposition 2.3, the statement follows directly from the usual
form of Bertini’s theorem. �
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2.2. Semistable morphisms: Katz’s theorem. In this subsection, we assume
our f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E) satisfies f−1(E) ⊆ D as schemes. This is satisfied for
instance if f is semistable.

Given a coherent module with an integrable connection (M,∇) on a smooth
k-variety X with log poles along D and a monic polynomial P (T ) ∈ k[T ], we will
say that ResDi(M,∇) is a root of P (T ) if P (ResDi(M,∇)), as an endomorphism
of M |Di , is zero. The residue map on (OX , d) along any branch is zero, and hence
is a root of the polynomial T .

Theorem 2.6 (Katz). Let f be as above, (M,∇) a coherent module with an in-
tegrable connection on X with log poles along D, and E1 a branch of E. Write
f−1(E1) =

∑
i∈I1 Di ≤ D and suppose that for each i ∈ I1, ResDi(M,∇) is a root

of a monic polynomial Pi(T ). Let H = Hm(f,M,∇) be the m-th cohomology of the
relative log de Rham complex attached to (M,∇), equipped with the Gauss–Manin
connection ∇H . Then ResE1

(H,∇H) is a root of Q(T )m+1, where

Q(T ) =
∏
i∈I1

Pi(T ).

In particular, if (M,∇) has nilpotent residues, so does the relative log de Rham
cohomology of (M,∇).

Proof. This is essentially [30, VII], minimally modified. The question being local on
Y , we may assume E1 is defined by a global section t of OY that can be completed
to an affine coordinate system. We may also assume that X is of pure dimension
n over k. Then ResE1 is the reduction modulo t of the composite map

R : H
∇H // Ω1

Y (logE)⊗H
t ddt⊗1

// H

and it suffices to show that Q(R)m+1H ⊆ tH.
Choose an affine open covering U = {Uα}α∈A of X such that: on each Uα, one

has an affine coordinate system x
(α)
1 , · · · , x(α)

n and for each i ∈ I1, Di ∩Uα either is

empty or is defined by x
(α)
j(i) = 0 for some index j(i). We have f∗(t) =

∏
i∈I1(x

(α)
i )ei ,

where ei is 0 or 1.
The cohomology of the total complex associated with the Čech bicomplex with

terms Ca,b = Ca(U ,ΩbX/Y (log(D/E)) ⊗OX M) calculates H in degree m. One

constructs (see [31] and [29]) an operator σ acting on the bicomplex and inducing the
action of R upon passage to cohomology; one chooses a log derivation d on (X,D)
extending t ddt and constructs two maps, of bidegree (0, 0) and (1,−1) respectively,
and σ = σ(d) is the sum of the two. Let FZ denote the “Zariski” filtration F aZ
defined by the first (i.e. Čech) degree on the bicomplex, and we use the same
notation for the induced filtration on the total complex and the cohomology; we
have F aZ(H) = 0 for a > m. Then the effect of σ on the graded pieces associated
with FZ is just the Lie derivative of ∇(d).

To prove Q(R)m+1H ⊆ tH, it suffices to show that Q(R)(tF aZ(H)) ⊆ t(F aZ(H))

and Q(R)(F aZ(H)) ⊆ tF aZ(H) + F a+1
Z (H). For this, we choose suitable extensions

of the derivation t ddt and use the resulting σ that realize R on the level of the

Čech complex as above. The first follows easily from the product rule: σ(hc) =
(t ddt )h · c + h · σ(c) for h ∈ OY and c ∈ Ca,b, for any such σ. For the second, one
proceeds just as in [30, VII]. Note that all the coefficients are 1. �
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Corollary 2.7. With f as above, the relative log de Rham cohomology of f with
trivial coefficients has nilpotent residues.

3. A vanishing theorem

We first place our vanishing theorem for semistable morphisms in the natural
context, by reviewing previously known theorems. After giving the proof in the
second subsection, we give a variant — that will be applied later in the article —
in the third. Then we record a corollary regarding the higher direct images of the
canonical bundle.

3.1. Review of vanishing theorems and the statement. We start with the
most classical:

Theorem 3.1 (Kodaira–Akizuki–Nakano). Let X be a projective smooth variety of
pure dimension d over a field k of characteristic zero. For every ample line bundle
L on X, we have

Hi(X,ΩjX ⊗ L) = 0 for i+ j > d,(3.2)

Hi(X,ΩjX ⊗ L
⊗−1) = 0 for i+ j < d.(3.3)

The two statements are equivalent by Serre duality.
When k has positive characteristic, (3.2) and (3.3) are known to be false; Ray-

naud constructed a counterexample [56]. However, under certain hypotheses, we
still get the vanishing [12, Thm. 2.8]:

Theorem 3.4 (Deligne–Illusie–Raynaud). Let X be a projective smooth variety of
pure dimension d over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, and assume that X
lifts to W2(k) and that dimX ≤ p. Then for every ample line bundle L on X, (3.2)
and (3.3) still hold.

Without the assumption dimX ≤ p, one still has partial vanishing. When X is
a surface, one may just assume that L is numerically effective with positive self-
intersection. From this theorem and the technique of spreading out and reducing
modulo p, the first purely algebraic proof of Theorem 3.1 was obtained.

There have been two generalizations of Theorem 3.4. In one direction, one
wishes to relax the condition of L being ample to that of L being (only) nef and
big. Using their method of integrable connections on line bundles associated with
cyclic coverings, Esnault and Viehweg proved [14, Prop. 11.5]:

Theorem 3.5 (Esnault–Viehweg). Let X be a projective smooth variety over a
perfect field k of characteristic p > 0, D a simple normal crossings divisor on X,
and L a line bundle on X. Assume that X has pure dimension d ≤ p, that (X,D)

lifts to (X̃, D̃) over W2(k), that L lifts to L̃ on X̃, and that there exist an integer
ν0 > 0 and an effective divisor D′ supported on D such that

(3.6) L⊗(ν+ν0)(−D′) is ample for every integer ν ≥ 0.

Then we have

Hi(X,ΩjX(logD)⊗ L⊗−1) = 0 for i+ j < d, and

Hi(X,ΩjX(logD)⊗ L(−D)) = 0 for i+ j > d.
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We note that the condition (3.6) implies that L is nef and big (see [14, Rem.

11.6(a)]) and that we need L to be liftable to X̃, unlike in Theorem 3.4. Theorem 3.5
can be regarded as a version of the Grauert–Riemenschneider vanishing theorem,
modulo the embedded resolution of singularities over W2(k) (see [14, Rem. 11.6]).
This overlaps with Theorem 3.4 when X is a surface.

In another direction, one wishes to allow more general coefficients in Theorem 3.4.
Thus, Illusie [27] considered coefficients in the relative log de Rham cohomology of
semistable morphisms f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E). As a consequence of his decomposition
theorem generalizing that of [12], he obtained [27, Cor. 4.16]:

Theorem 3.7 (Illusie). Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, (X,D) and
(Y,E) proper smooth varieties over k with simple normal crossings divisors, and
f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E) a semistable morphism, with D = f−1(E). Assume that f

lifts to f̃ : (X̃, D̃) −→ (Ỹ , Ẽ) over W2(k) and that Y has pure dimension e ≥ 0.
Suppose that dimX < p. Then for every ample line bundle L on Y ,

Hq(Y,L⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (H)) = 0 for q > e,(3.8)

Hq(Y, L⊗−1(−E)⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (H)) = 0 for q < e,(3.9)

where H = H∗(f) denotes the relative log de Rham cohomology of f and gr refers
to the Hodge filtration.

We prove a kind of common generalization of Theorems 3.5 and 3.7.

Theorem 3.10. Keep the notation and the assumptions of the first paragraph of
Theorem 3.7, and assume in addition that f has pure relative dimension n ≥ 0.

Let L be a line bundle on Y which lifts to L̃ on Ỹ , and assume there exist an
integer ν0 > 0 and an effective divisor E′ supported on E satisfying the condition
(3.6) (with E′ in place of D′).

(1) For every integer m < p− e, we have

Hq
(
Y, L⊗−1 ⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (Hm(f))

)
= 0 for q < e,(3.11)

Hq
(
Y, L(−E)⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (H2n−m(f))

)
= 0 for q > e,(3.12)

where Hm(f) denotes the m-th relative log de Rham cohomology of f .
(2) Suppose dimX < p. Then we have

Hq
(
Y,L⊗−1 ⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (H∗(f))

)
= 0 for q < e,(3.13)

Hq (Y, L(−E)⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (H∗(f))) = 0 for q > e,(3.14)

where H∗(f) = ⊕mHm(f) denotes the total cohomology of f .

The proof will be given in the next section. It will be mostly an adaptation of
the method of Esnault and Viehweg, with the theorems of Illusie and of Katz that
we recalled in the previous two sections as additional ingredients.

Remark 3.15. Given Theorems 3.5, 3.7, and 3.10, it is natural to wonder whether
(3.8) and (3.9) may be true under the conditions of Theorem 3.10(2). They are
not, already when f is an identity morphism. In the rest of this subsection (Section
3.1), we give the simplest example that we can make.

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ≥ 0. Start with X0 = P2
k,

choose two distinct points P1 and P2 on X0, and let C0 be the line joining the two.
Put Z0 = {P1, P2} and let X be the blow-up of X0 along Z0, with the structure
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morphism π : X −→ X0 and the exceptional divisor E = E1 + E2 (Ei lying over
Pi for i = 1, 2). We let C be the proper transform of C0, so that π restricts to an
isomorphism of C onto C0. We denote by H = π∗(`) the pullback of the hyperplane
class on X0, so that C belongs to the linear system |H − E|.

Let L be the line bundle O(2H −E) ' O(H +C). The restriction L|C is trivial
(being of degree zero on C ' P1

k) and L(−C) ' O(H) is base point free. Therefore
L is numerically effective. The next lemma then shows that the pair (L,C) satisfies
the condition (3.6).

Lemma 3.16. For r ≥ 2, L⊗r(−C) = L⊗(r−1)(H) ' OX
(
(2r − 1)H − (r − 1)E

)
is ample.

Proof. We use the Nakai–Moishezon criterion. The divisor in the parentheses has
self-intersection

(2r − 1)2(H ·H) + (r − 1)2(E · E) = (2r − 1)2 − 2(r − 1)2 = 2r2 − 1 > 0

whenever r ≥ 1. Let Y be an irreducible divisor on X. If Y ⊆ E, then H · Y = 0
and Y intersects the divisor positively whenever r ≥ 2. Otherwise, L⊗(r−1) is nef,
and by the projection formula, we have H · Y > 0. �

Note that when p > 0, everything lifts to W2(k) and p ≥ 2 = dimX, therefore
Theorem 3.5 of Esnault and Viehweg applies. When p = 0, we can apply the
Kawamata–Viehweg vanishing theorem to the same effect.

Proposition 3.17. With the notation as above, H1(X,Ω2
X(logC)⊗ L) 6= 0.

Proof. By the adjunction formula, we have an exact sequence

0 −→ Ω2
X ⊗ L −→ Ω2

X(C)⊗ L −→ Ω1
C ⊗ L −→ 0.

Either by the Esnault–Viehweg theorem or by the Kawamata–Viehweg theorem, we
have Hi(X,Ω2

X ⊗L) = 0 for i = 1, 2. From the long exact sequence of cohomology
we get

H1(X,Ω2
X(C)⊗ L) ' H1(C,Ω1

C ⊗ L).

But by construction, L|C ' OC and the last group is one dimensional over k. �

3.2. Proof. Just as in the proof of [27, Cor. 4.16], (3.12) and (3.14) can be deduced
from (3.11) and (3.13), respectively, by Serre duality. So we focus on (3.11) and
(3.13). For the rest of this subsection, we write H = Hm(f) in the case (1) and
H = H∗(f) in the case (2).

By extending scalars if necessary, we may and will assume that k is algebraically
closed. In the case (2), there is nothing to prove when m 6∈ [0, 2n] or when X = ∅,
so we assume m ∈ [0, 2n] and X 6= ∅. We also assume that Y is connected and
that f is surjective; this implies, in either of the cases (1) or (2), that e < p.

First we settle the case when L is ample.

Lemma 3.18 (cf. Ogus, [51, Thm. 8.2.8]). Keep the notation and the assumptions
of the first paragraph of Theorem 3.10, and let L be an ample line bundle on X
(without assuming the existence of L̃). Then (3.11) and (3.13) are true.

Proof of Lemma 3.18. We proceed in the same way as Illusie proved (3.8) and (3.9),
which are [27, (4.16.1) and (4.16.2)]. We use [27, (4.16.3)] with M = L⊗−1; the
proof of the inequality only uses the decomposition of the de Rham complex (pro-
vided by Illusie’s Theorem 1.1), and does not depend on whether M is ample or
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anti-ample. Then, as in loc. cit., one concludes by applying Serre’s vanishing the-
orem for ample line bundles. We note here that the statements are different from
those of Illusie’s when E is nonempty, and that they were considered by Ogus in
the case of certain crystals. �

The proof of the general case closely follows that of Esnault and Viehweg [14,
§§10–11]. Write the divisors

Ẽ =

r∑
`=1

Ẽ` and E =

r∑
`=1

E`

into sums of their smooth branches, and similarly

(3.19) Ẽ′ =

r∑
`=1

c`Ẽ` and E′ =

r∑
`=1

c`E`,

for integers c` ≥ 0.
We will use induction on e = dimY , and for this we need to choose a suitable

hyperplane section Z of Y . We recall how Esnault and Viehweg proceeded, on
[14, p. 130]. As L⊗ν0(−E′) is ample, we can choose an integer µ0 > 0 such that
L⊗µ0ν0(−µ0E

′) is very ample. Enlarging µ0 further if necessary, we will also assume
that both

L⊗µ0ν0(−µ0E
′)⊗K⊗−1

Y and L⊗µ0ν0(−µ0E
′ + E′red)⊗K⊗−1

Y

are ample, where KY denotes the canonical bundle of Y/k. Apply [14, Cor. 11.4],
and it follows that for all ν ≥ 0, both

L⊗(ν+µ0ν0(e+3))(−µ0(e+ 3)E′) and L⊗(ν+µ0ν0(e+3))(−µ0(e+ 3)E′ + E′red)

are very ample. Putting E′new = µ0(e + 3)E′ and ν0,new = µ0ν0(e + 3), we have
(the condition (∗∗) of Esnault and Viehweg):

∀ν ≥ 0, L⊗(ν+ν0,new)(−E′new) and L⊗(ν+ν0,new)(−E′new + E′red) are very ample.

Note that E′ and E′new have the same support (so E′red = (E′new)red).

Lemma 3.20. For all ν ≥ 0, the line bundle L⊗(ν+ν0,new)(−E′new)⊗K⊗−1
Y is ample

and for every j > 0, we have

Hj
(
Y, L⊗(ν+ν0,new)(−E′new)

)
= 0.

Proof of Lemma 3.20. Write L⊗(ν+ν0,new)(−E′new)⊗K⊗−1
Y as[

L⊗µ0ν0(−µ0E
′)⊗K⊗−1

Y

]
⊗
[
L⊗(ν+ν0)(−E′)

]
⊗
[(
L⊗ν0(−E′)

)⊗(µ0(e+2)−1)]
;

the first of the three in the brackets is ample by the choice of µ0 and the other
two are ample by the condition (3.6). The cohomology vanishing then follows from
Theorem 3.4 (note that dimY = e < p). �

Now replace E′ with E′new (and reset the coefficients c` in (3.19)) and ν0 with
ν0,new. Then Lemma 3.20 implies that any global section of L⊗(ν+ν0)(−E′) lifts to

a global section of L̃⊗(ν+ν0)(−Ẽ′); just look at the long exact sequence attached to
the short exact sequence

0 // L⊗(ν+ν0)(−E′)
×p
// L̃⊗(ν+ν0)(−Ẽ′)

mod p
// L⊗(ν+ν0)(−E′) // 0.
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Still tracing the steps of Esnault and Viehweg, we choose an integer η > 0 such that

N := pη + 1 > ν0 and N > c` for all ` = 1, · · · , r, so that the integral part [E
′

N ] is
zero. By applying the facts we gathered in Section 2.1, we can arrange the following:
Take a general section of L⊗N (−E′) corresponding to a smooth hypersurface Z, and

choose a closed subscheme Z̃ of X̃ that lifts Z and is flat (equivalently, smooth) over

W2(k). We may assume that Ẽ+ Z̃ and D̃+ f̃−1(Z̃) are still relative simple normal

crossings divisors, in X̃ and Ỹ respectively. Put X̃Z := X̃×Ỹ Z̃ and D̃Z := D̃×Ỹ Z̃,

so that D̃Z is a relative simple normal crossings divisor in X̃Z . The base change
(restriction) of f̃ to Z̃

f̃Z :
(
X̃Z , D̃Z

)
−→

(
Z̃, Ẽ ∩ Z̃

)
,

is semistable. From the étale local description of f̃ in charts, one sees that there is
a canonical isomorphism

Ω•
X̃/Ỹ

(log D̃/Ẽ)⊗OỸ OZ̃ ' Ω•
X̃Z/Z̃

(log D̃Z/(Ẽ ∩ Z̃))

of the relative log de Rham complexes. The same statements remain true in reduc-
tion modulo p, and the relative cohomology Hm(fZ) in the case (1) (resp. H∗(fZ)
in the case (2)) is isomorphic to Hm(f)⊗OY OZ (resp. H∗(f)⊗OY OZ), since the
formation of H is compatible with any base change (see Theorem 1.1).

By the very construction, the relative de Rham complex of f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E)
is naturally isomorphic to that of f :

(
X,D + f−1(Z)

)
−→ (Y,E + Z). Therefore

the relative cohomology sheaves are canonically isomorphic, degree by degree.
These three associated de Rham complexes fit in an exact sequence

0 −→ Ω•Y (logE)⊗H −→ Ω•Y (log(E+Z))⊗H −→ Ω•Z(log(E ∩Z))[−1]⊗H −→ 0.

As the morphisms preserve the Hodge filtration, we get an exact sequence

0 −→ gri (Ω•Y (logE)⊗H) −→ gri (Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗H)

−→
(
gri−1 (Ω•Z(log(E ∩ Z))⊗H)

)
[−1] −→ 0,

hence the following fragment in the long exact sequence of cohomology:

Hq−2
(
Z, (L|Z)⊗−1 ⊗ gri−1 (Ω•Z(log(E ∩ Z))⊗H)

)
−→ Hq

(
Y,L⊗−1 ⊗ gri (Ω•Y (logE)⊗H)

)
−→ Hq

(
Y,L⊗−1 ⊗ gri (Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗H)

)
By induction, we may apply the theorem to (Z,E ∩Z, fZ , L|Z), which implies that
the first term is zero whenever q < e. Thus, once we prove that the third term is
zero, the proof of Theorem 3.10 will be complete.

We adapt the method of cyclic coverings of Esnault and Viehweg below, and for
this let us recall their construction. For each integer a, put

L(a) = L⊗a
(
−
[a(E′ + Z)

N

])
.

Then the dual line bundle (L(a))⊗−1 is equipped with a canonical integrable con-
nection ∇(a) with log poles along E + Z (see [14, §3] for the construction). Note

that L(1) = L and that

L(N−1) = L⊗(N−1)
(
−
[ (N − 1)E′

N

])
= L⊗(N−1)(−E′ + E′red)

is ample, by the choice of N .
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Denote by Y1 the base change of Y/k by the absolute Frobenius Fk : k −→ k,
and let E1, E′1, Z1 and L1 be the base change of E, E′, Z and L, respectively, by
Fk. Let FY/k : Y −→ Y1 be the relative Frobenius. Also denote by

L
(a)
1 = F ∗kL

(a) = L⊗a1

(
−
[a(E′1 + Z1)

N

])
.

Pulling back by the absolute Frobenius FY of Y (which is equal to the composite

Y
FY/k

// Y1
Fk // Y ) multiplies line bundles and Cartier divisors by p. Thus there

is a natural identification

(3.21) F ∗Y/k(L
(a)
1 )⊗−1 = L⊗−pa

(
p
[a(E′ + Z)

N

])
,

and the right-hand side is naturally contained in (L(pa))⊗−1:

(3.22) L⊗−pa
(
p
[a(E′ + Z)

N

])
⊆ L⊗−pa

([pa(E′ + Z)

N

])
= (L(pa))⊗−1;

we denote the difference between the two divisors in the parentheses by

B = Ba :=
[pa(E′ + Z)

N

]
− p
[a(E′ + Z)

N

]
,

so that the leftmost term of (3.22) is the rightmost term twisted by −B. When
0 < a < pa < N , the coefficient of Z in B is zero, and the other coefficients in

(3.23) B =
∑
`=1

b`E` =

r∑
`=1

([pac`
N

]
− p

[ac`
N

])
Ek

are all integers between 0 and p− 1.
There are two a priori different integrable connections on the common sheaf

(3.21): On one hand, we can equip the left-hand side with the connection 1⊗ dY/k
(see, e.g., [29]). On the other hand, the connection ∇(pi) on the rightmost term of
(3.22) gives rise to the connection ∇(pi)(−B) (see [14, Lem. 2.7]). These two turn
out to be the same: It is the content of [14, Claim 10.25]. The first description will
be useful in conjunction with the projection formula (see below), while the second
allows the inclusion of sheaves with integrable connections.

Recall that given two sheaves with integrable connections with log poles (E1,∇1)
and (E2,∇2), their tensor product E1 ⊗OY E2 is endowed with the connection ∇1 ⊗
1 + 1 ⊗ ∇2; thus Res(E1 ⊗ E2) = Res(E1) ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ Res(E2). Also recall [14,
Lem. 3.16(c)] that the residue of ∇(a) on (L(a))⊗−1 along E` is equal to the scalar
{ac`/N} = ac`/N − [ac`/N ].

In view of Theorem 2.6, the integrable connection on the sheafH⊗F ∗Y/k(L
(a)
1 )⊗−1

has nilpotent residues along E, while ResE` of H ⊗ (L
(pa)
1 )⊗−1 is the sum of a

nilpotent endomorphism and the scalar

{pac`/N} = pac`/N − [pac`/N ] = −b` in Fp,

with the notation of (3.23).
As in [14, Claim 10.24], we would like to see that the inclusion (3.22) results in

a quasi-isomorphism of the log de Rham complexes

Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗H ⊗ F ∗Y/k(L
(a)
1 )⊗−1 qis

// Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗H ⊗ (L(pa))⊗−1.
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For this, we work with one ` at a time. If b` = 0, there is nothing to do. Otherwise,
we have 0 < b` < p, and we close the gap between the coefficients of E` in the
two sides of (3.22) one by one, applying [14, Lem. 2.7 and 2.10] each step (for the
isomorphism condition in [14, 2.10], note that the sum of a nonzero scalar and a
nilpotent endomorphism is an automorphism).

Then by using the description (involving Frobenius) of the connection on (3.21)
and the projection formula, we get the quasi-isomorphism

FY/k∗

(
Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗OY H

)
⊗OY1

(L
(a)
1 )⊗−1

−→ FY/k∗

(
Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗H ⊗ (L(pa))⊗−1

)
.

Now Illusie’s Theorem 1.1 applied to f : (X,D + f−1Z) −→ (Y,E + Z) gives a
decomposition in the derived category D(OY1

)

FY/k∗ (Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗OY H) ' ⊕i gri
(
Ω•Y1

(log(E1 + Z1))⊗H1

)
,

and we can twist it by any line bundle on Y1. Therefore, for every integer a with
0 < a < pa < N and every integer q,

dimkH
q
(
Y, gr∗

[
Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗H

]
⊗ (L(a))−1

)
= dimkH

q
(
Y1, gr∗

[
Ω•Y1

(log(E1 + Z1))⊗H1

]
⊗ (L

(a)
1 )−1

)
= dimkH

q
(
Y1, FY/k∗

[
Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗H

]
⊗ (L

(a)
1 )−1

)
= dimkH

q
(
Y,Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗H ⊗ (L(pa))−1

)
≤ dimkH

q
(
Y, gr∗

[
Ω•Y (log(E + Z)⊗H

]
⊗ (L(pa))−1

)
.

The equalities follow from the base change by Fk, the decomposition theorem, and
the quasi-isomorphism above, respectively. For the inequality, put the trivial filtra-
tion on M := (L(pa))⊗−1 (namely Fili = M for i ≤ 0 and Fili = 0 for i > 0), and
the tensor product filtration on H ⊗M ; this still satisfies the Griffiths transver-
sality. The associated graded pieces of the log de Rham complex are isomorphic
to the ones in the last line (since 1 ⊗ ∇M preserves the filtration and as such re-
duces to zero upon taking gr) and the inequality results from the spectral sequence
associated with filtered complexes.

Start from a = 1 and apply the inequality η times. As noted above, pη = N − 1
and L(N−1) is ample, so Lemma 3.18 applies for (Y,E+Z) and L(N−1). Therefore,
noting L(1) = L, we get

Hq
(
Y,L⊗−1 ⊗ gr∗(Ω•Y (log(E + Z))⊗H)

)
= 0 for q < e,

and we conclude the proof of Theorem 3.10. �

3.3. A variant.

Theorem 3.24. Let f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E) be a proper, log smooth, and log integral
morphism of pure relative dimension n between proper smooth varieties with simple
normal crossings divisors over a perfect field k of characteristic p > 0. Assume
that f admits a lifting F : (X ,D) −→ (Y, E) over W (k) that satisfies Assumption
1.4. Suppose that Y is of pure dimension e ≥ 0.
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Let L be a line bundle on Y with restriction L on Y . Suppose that there exist an
integer ν0 > 0 and an effective divisor E′ supported on E such that

(3.25) L⊗ν+ν0(−E′) is ample for every ν ≥ 0.

For each integer m, consider the m-th relative log de Rham cohomology Hm(f).

(1) If m < p− e and if the residue map on Hm(f) along every branch of E is
nilpotent, then we have

(3.26) Hq
(
Y,L⊗−1 ⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (Hm(f))

)
= 0 for q < e.

(2) Suppose that the conditions of Proposition 1.7 are satisfied, so that the
filtered module with connection Hm(f) is isomorphic to the OY -dual of
H2n−m(f) with coefficients in H2n(f). Then, if either m < p− e or 2n−
m < p − e, and if the residue map on Hm(f) along every branch of E is
nilpotent, then (3.26) still holds, and moreover, we also have

(3.27) Hq (Y, L(−E)⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (Hm(f))) = 0 for q > e.

Proof. We first deal with the case (1). The ample case (Lemma 3.18) and the
cleaning of the notation and the assumptions in the beginning of Section 3.2 go
without change. Then the main line of the proof in Section 3.2 carries over, with
the necessary changes:

First, in the induction gambit, still choose a general hyperplane section Z, but
this time lift it to Z over W (k) and not merely to Z̃ over W2(k). This is still
possible thanks to Lemma 3.20; any global section over Y lifts to Y. The relative
log crystalline and log de Rham cohomology groups are of formation compatible
with the base change (restriction) to Z and Z, thanks to Assumption 1.4(1) (see
[28, Thm. 6.10]). Furthermore, one deduces from this that the restriction of F to
Z still satisfies Assumption 1.4.

In the semistable case, the nilpotence of the residue maps was provided by Katz’s
Theorem 2.6; this time we put it in the list of conditions. It still allows us to apply
the method of Esnault and Viehweg using cyclic coverings.

Finally, the decomposition theorem necessary in the last step is provided by the
first part of Theorem 1.8.

The proof of (3.26) in (2) is obtained by applying the second part of Theorem
1.8 to get the decomposition in the range 2n−m < p− e. Then (3.27) follows from
(3.26) by Serre duality. �

3.4. Higher direct images of the canonical bundle. We first note that by the
usual method of reducing to characteristic p > 0 (cf. [12, Cor. 2.7] or [27, Cor.
4.17]) we get a purely algebraic proof of:

Corollary 3.28. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E) a
semistable morphism between proper smooth varieties over k, and L a line bundle
over Y . Assume that there exist an effective divisor E′ supported on E and an
integer ν0 > 0 such that L⊗ν(−E′) is ample whenever ν ≥ ν0. Then if Y has pure
dimension e ≥ 0,

Hq
(
Y, L⊗−1 ⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (H∗(f))

)
= 0 for q < e,

Hq (Y,L(−E)⊗ gr∗ ω•Y (H∗(f))) = 0 for q > e.
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This in turn allows us to recover (just as in [27, Rem. 4.18]) a vanishing statement
regarding the higher direct images of the canonical bundle (see [52], [33, Thm. 2.1],
[34, Thm. 2.14], and [13, Thm. 3.1]) in the semistable case:

Corollary 3.29. Assume that f : (X,D) −→ (Y,E) over k satisfy the assumptions
of either Theorem 3.10(2) or Corollary 3.28, and that X has pure dimension d =
n+ e. Then we have

(3.30) Hj
(
Y, L⊗Rkf∗(ΩdX)

)
= 0 for j > 0 and every k.

Proof. Take the direct summand Hk+n = Rk+nf∗(Ω
•
X/Y (logD/E)) of H∗. By

unwinding the definitions, we have

L(−E)⊗
(
grd ω•Y (Hk+n)

)
= L(−E)⊗

(
ΩeY (E)⊗Rkf∗(ΩnX/Y (logD/E))[−e]

)
= L⊗Rkf∗

(
f∗(ΩeY )⊗ ΩnX/Y (logD/E)

)
[−e]

= L⊗Rkf∗ΩdX [−e].

Thus the second vanishing statements imply (3.30). �

4. Canonical extensions of automorphic bundles

The remainder of this article will be built heavily on [42]. We shall follow the con-
ventions and notations there (which are different from those used in the preceding
three sections) unless otherwise specified. For references to results proved in [35],
we will cite the published revision [39] instead (with updated citation numbers).

4.1. Toroidal compactifications. As in [42, §1.1], let (O, ?, L, 〈 · , · 〉, h0) be an
integral PEL datum, let F denote the center of O⊗

Z
Q; let the group functor G over

Spec(Z) be as in [39, Def. 1.2.1.6] (and [42, Def. 1.1]), and let the reflex field F0 be
as in [39, Def. 1.2.5.4]; let OF (resp. OF0) denote the ring of integers in F (resp.
F0); choose a good prime p, choose R1, and define OF,1, O1, L1, L0,1, G1, P1, and
M1 accordingly. We shall denote the residue field of R1 by k1 (rather than by κ1;
we will use κ for a different purpose).

Let H be a neat open compact subgroup of G(Ẑp) (see [53, 0.6] or [39, Def.
1.4.1.8]). By [39, Def. 1.4.1.4] (with 2 = {p} there), the data of (L, 〈 · , · 〉, h0) and
H define a moduli problem MH over S0 = Spec(OF0,(p)). By [39, Thm. 1.4.1.11 and
Cor. 7.2.3.10], MH is representable by a (smooth) quasi-projective scheme over S0

(because H is neat). Let d be the relative dimension of MH over S0. Let MH,0 be
defined as in [42, §1.2], which is smooth over S0.

Remark 4.1. In this article, we shall not retain [42, Ass. 1.9]; i.e., we do not assume
that MH,0 is proper (or equivalently projective) over S0 (cf. [36, §4]). (Nevertheless,
the relative dimension d can still be effectively calculated using the PEL datum, as
explained in [42, Rem. 1.10].)

Let S1 := Spec(R1), and let MH,1 := MH,0×
S0

S1. Let us denote the universal

object over MH by (A, λ, i, αH) −→ MH, and denote (abusively) its pullback to
MH,0 (resp. MH,1) by (A, λ, i, αH) −→ MH,0 (resp. (A, λ, i, αH) −→ MH,1).

Proposition 4.2. By [39, Thm. 6.4.1.1 and 7.3.3.4], when H is neat, MH admits
a toroidal compactification Mtor

H = Mtor
H,Σ, a scheme projective and smooth over

S0, depending on a compatible collection Σ (of the so-called cone decompositions)
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that is projective and smooth in the sense of [39, Def. 6.3.3.4 and 7.3.1.3]. (By
abuse of language we sometimes simply call Σ a cone decomposition, even though it
is technically a compatible collection of cone decompositions along various boundary
components.) It satisfies the following properties:

(1) The universal abelian scheme A −→ MH extends to a semi-abelian scheme
Aext −→ Mtor

H , the polarization λ : A −→ A∨ extends to a prime-to-p

isogeny λext : Aext −→ (Aext)
∨

between semi-abelian schemes, and the
endomorphism structure i : O ↪→ EndMH(A) extends to an endomorphism
structure iext : O ↪→ EndMext

H
(Aext). (These extensions are unique because

the base is normal. See [18, Ch. I, Prop. 2.7].)
(2) The complement of MH in Mtor

H (with its reduced structure) is a relative
Cartier divisor D = D∞,H with simple normal crossings. Here simpleness
of the normal crossings uses [39, Cond. 6.2.5.25 and Lem. 6.2.5.27] (cf. [18,
Ch. IV, Rem. 5.8(a)]) and the neatness of H.

(3) Let KSAext/Mtor
H

:= KS(Aext,λext,iext)/MH be the quotient of

Lie∨Aext/Mtor
H
⊗

OMtor
H

Lie∨(Aext)∨/Mtor
H

by the OMtor
H

-submodule generated

by (λext)∗(y)⊗ z − (λext)∗(z)⊗ y and iext(b)∗(x)⊗ y − x⊗(itor(b)
∨

)∗(y)
for x ∈ Lie∨Aext/Mtor

H
, y, z ∈ Lie∨(Aext)∨/Mtor

H
, and b ∈ O. Let

Ω
1

Mtor
H /S0

:= Ω1
Mtor
H /S0

(logD) = Ω1
Mtor
H /S0

[d logD] be the sheaf of modules of log

1-differentials on Mtor
H over S0, with respect to D. Then the usual Kodaira–

Spencer morphism KSA/MH/S0
: Lie∨A/MH ⊗

OMH

Lie∨A∨/MH −→ Ω1
MH/S0

(cf. [39, Def. 2.1.7.9]) extends to the extended Kodaira–Spencer
morphism

(4.3) KSAext/Mtor
H /S0

: Lie∨Aext/Mtor
H
⊗

OMtor
H

Lie∨(Aext)∨/Mtor
H
−→ Ω

1

Mtor
H /S0

,

which factors through KSAext/Mtor
H

and induces the extended Kodaira–

Spencer isomorphism

(4.4) KSAext/Mtor
H /S0

: KSAext/Mtor
H

∼−→ Ω
1

Mtor
H /S0

.

(These morphisms and isomorphisms are up to a Tate twist often suppressed
in the notation.)

(4) Let ω := ∧top Lie∨Aext/Mtor
H

. Then by [39, Thm. 7.2.4.1], the scheme

Proj
(
⊕
r≥0

Γ(Mtor
H , ω⊗ r)

)
is normal and projective over S0, contains MH as

an open dense subscheme, and defines the minimal compactification
Mmin
H of MH (independent of the choice of Σ). Moreover, the line bundle

ω descends to an ample line bundle over Mmin
H .

(5) Under the assumption that Σ is projective, [39, Thm. 7.3.3.4] asserts more
precisely that Mtor

H is the normalization of the blow-up of Mmin
H along a

coherent sheaf of ideals J of OMmin
H

whose pullback to a coherent sheaf of

ideals  of OMtor
H

is of the form OMtor
H

(−D′), for some relative Cartier divisor

D′ with normal crossings on Mtor
H such that D′red = D. In particular:

(4.5) ∃ r0 > 0 such that ω⊗ r(−D′) is ample for every r ≥ r0.

In what follows, we shall sometimes omit Σ when the choice is clear.
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Remark 4.6. In previous works of the first author, there has been different nota-
tions for the extension of A −→ MH to the semi-abelian scheme Aext −→ Mtor

H,Σ,

sometimes even denoted Ator −→ Mtor
H,Σ. In this article, we shall maintain the con-

vention that the superscript “tor” always means toroidal compactifications, while
the superscript “ext” means semi-abelian (group scheme) extensions.

Remark 4.7. In what follows, when we consider refinements Σ′ of Σ (see [39, Def.
6.4.2.2]), we shall only consider those Σ′ that are still projective and smooth (to-
gether with all other running assumptions on Σ), so that Mtor

H,Σ′ will remain a scheme

projective and smooth over S0, and so that (5) of Proposition 4.2 will continue to
hold (with new D and D′ defined by Σ′).

Let Mtor
H,Σ,0 denote the schematic closure of ShH in Mtor

H,Σ, and let Mtor
H,Σ,1 denote

the pullback of Mtor
H,Σ,0 under S1 −→ S0. Then MH,1 is smooth over S1, and

Mtor
H,Σ,1 −→ S1 is proper and smooth and shares the properties of Mtor

H −→ S0

listed above. By abuse of notation, we denote the pullback of D to Mtor
H,Σ,1 still by

D. Similarly, let Mmin
H,0 denote the schematic closure of ShH in Mmin

H , and let Mmin
H,1

denote the pullback of Mmin
H,0 under S1 −→ S0. Then Mtor

H,Σ,1 −→ Mmin
H,1 enjoys the

same properties of Mtor
H,Σ −→ Mmin

H described in Proposition 4.2.

Remark 4.8. The smooth toroidal compactifications (stratified into smooth locally
closed subschemes determined by the boundary divisor) are nice geometric objects
suitable for the study of (log) Hodge, de Rham, and crystalline cohomology. How-
ever, as we shall see in Section 7.1, while ample automorphic line bundles over MH
extend to ample line bundles on the (generally singular) minimal compactification
Mmin
H , their canonical or subcanonical extensions over Mtor

H,Σ are almost never am-
ple, except in very special cases. Therefore, it is crucial that we have developed a
more refined vanishing theorem in the first three sections of this article.

Let m ≥ 0 be any integer, and let Nm := Am be the m-fold fiber product of
A −→ MH. By [38, Thm. 2.15], by taking Q := O⊕m there (cf. [38, Ex. 2.2]), the
abelian scheme Nm −→ MH admits a collection of (non-canonical) toroidal com-
pactifications Ntor

m,κ, with indices κ in a partially ordered set Km,H,Σ, such that the
(smooth) structural morphism Nm −→ MH extends to a proper log smooth mor-
phism f tor

m,κ : Ntor
m,κ −→ Mtor

H,Σ for each κ ∈ Km,H,Σ. This collection {Ntor
m,κ}κ∈Km,H,Σ

enjoys a long list of nice properties (see the statements of [38, Thm. 2.15]); we will
give precise references to them when needed.

Remark 4.9. In our relative setup, the fiber products of “good” toroidal compacti-
fications are in general not “good” toroidal compactifications. The expected prop-
erties of the structural morphisms such as f tor

m,κ can be destroyed by taking fiber
products. This is why we maintain m, the number of copies, in the notation.

By abuse of notation, we shall denote the pullbacks of f tor
m,κ : Ntor

m,κ −→ Mtor
H,Σ

to Mtor
H,Σ,0 and Mtor

H,Σ,1 by f tor
m,κ : Ntor

m,κ −→ Mtor
H,Σ,0 and f tor

m,κ : Ntor
m,κ −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1,

respectively (and similarly over other base schemes).

4.2. Canonical extensions. As explained in [38, §6B], the locally free sheaf

HdR
1 (A/MH,1) over MH,1 extends to a unique locally free sheaf HdR

1 (A/MH,1)can

over Mtor
H,Σ,1 satisfying the properties stated in [38, Prop. 6.9] (with MH, etc,

there replaced with their base changes MH,1, etc, here); in particular, if we set
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H1
dR(A/MH,1)can := HomOMtor

H,Σ,1
(HdR

1 (A/MH,1)can,OMtor
H,Σ,1

), the Gauss–Manin

connection of H1
dR(A/MH,1) over MH,1 (see [42, Def. 1.11]) extends to the extended

Gauss–Manin connection

(4.10) ∇ : H1
dR(A/MH,1)can −→ H1

dR(A/MH,1)can ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,1

Ω
1

Mtor
H,Σ,1/S1

over Mtor
H,Σ,1, an integrable connection with log poles along D, which induces the

extended Kodaira–Spencer morphism (4.3) (and the extended Kodaira–Spencer
isomorphism (4.4)) as in [38, (5) of Prop. 6.9].

Let the principal bundles EG1
, EP1

, and EM1
be defined as in [42, Def. 1.12, 1.13,

and 1.14]. Then, also as explained in [38, §6B], the principal bundle EP1
(resp. EM1

)
extends to a princple bundle Ecan

P1
(resp. Ecan

M1
) over Mtor

H,Σ,1 (with their definitions

in [38, §6B] replaced with their base changes to S1 here), and the principal bundle
EG1 extends canonically to a principal bundle Ecan

G1
over Mtor

H,Σ,1 by setting

Ecan
G1

:= IsomO⊗
Z

OMtor
H,Σ,1

(
(HdR

1 (A/MH,1)can, 〈 · , · 〉can
λ ,OMtor

H,Σ,1
(1)),

((L0,1⊕L∨0,1(1)) ⊗
OF0,(p)

OMtor
H,Σ,1

, 〈 · , · 〉can.,OMtor
H,Σ,1

(1))
)
.

(4.11)

As in the cases of the principal bundles EG1
, EP1

, and EM1
, these define étale

torsors by Artin’s theory of approximations (cf. [1, Thm. 1.10 and Cor. 2.5]), be-
cause they have sections over formal completions (because Lie∨(Aext)∨/Mtor

H,Σ,1
and

L∨0,1(1) ⊗
OF0,(p)

OMtor
H,Σ,1

can be compared using the Lie algebra condition [39, Def.

1.3.4.1 and Lem. 1.2.5.11], and because the pairings 〈 · , · 〉can
λ and 〈 · , · 〉can. can be

compared using [39, Cor. 1.2.3.10]).
For each R1-algebra R, we define RepR(G1), RepR(P1), and RepR(M1) as in [42,

Def. 1.15], and define the functors EG1,R( · ), EP1,R( · ), and EM1,R( · ) (of automor-
phic sheaves or bundles) as in [42, Def. 1.16].

Definition 4.12. Let R be any R1-algebra. For each W ∈ RepR(G1), we define

(4.13) Ecan
G1,R(W ) := (Ecan

G1
⊗
R1

R)

G1 ⊗
R1

R

× W,

called the canonical extension of EG1,R(W ), and define

Esub
G1,R(W ) := Ecan

G1,R(W ) ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,1

ID,

called the subcanonical extension of EG1,R(W ), where ID is the OMtor
H,Σ,1

-ideal

defining the relative Cartier divisor D (in (2) of Proposition 4.2). We define sim-
ilarly Ecan

P1,R
(W ), Esub

P1,R
(W ), Ecan

M1,R
(W ), and Esub

M1,R
(W ) with G1 (and its principal

bundle) replaced with P1 and M1 (and their respective principal bundles). (See [38,
Def. 6.13].)

Lemma 4.14. Lemmas 1.18, 1.19, and 1.20, and Corollary 1.21 in [42] remain
true if we replace the automorphic sheaves with their canonical or subcanonical
extensions.

Proof. The same proofs in loc. cit. for these results also work here. �
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4.3. De Rham complexes. Let R be any R1-algebra. For simplicity, we shall
denote pullbacks of objects from R1 to R by replacing the subscript 1 with R,
although we shall use the same notation D for its pullback.

Following the definition of Gauss–Manin connections on automorphic bundles
in [42, Def. 1.24], the extended Gauss–Manin connection (4.10) induces integrable
connections on canonical and subcanonical extensions (extending the ones on the
automorphic bundles) as follows:

Let Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,1/S1

:= Ω•Mtor
H,Σ,1/S1

(logD) ∼= ∧•(Ω1
Mtor
H,Σ,1/S1

[d logD]). Let P
1

Mtor
H,Σ/S0

be the subsheaf of (MH ↪→ Mtor
H,Σ)∗P1

MH/S0
corresponding to the subsheaf

OMtor
H,Σ
⊕Ω

1

Mtor
H,Σ/S0

of (MH ↪→ Mtor
H,Σ)∗(OMH ⊕Ω1

MH/S0
) under the canonical

splitting P1
MH/S0

∼= OMH ⊕Ω1
MH/S0

, with the summand OMH given by the image

of pr∗2 : OMH −→ P1
MH/S0

, and with the summand Ω1
MH/S0

spanned by the

image of (pr∗1− pr∗2) = (s∗ − Id∗) ◦ pr∗2 : OMH −→ P1
MH/S0

. Then the morphisms

pr∗1,pr∗2, Id
∗, s∗ induce respectively morphisms pr∗1,pr∗2 : OMtor

H,Σ
−→ P

1

Mtor
H,Σ/S0

and Id
∗
, s∗ : P

1

Mtor
H,Σ/S0

∼−→ P
1

Mtor
H,Σ/S0

such that s∗ − Id
∗

induces the universal

log differential d : OMtor
H,Σ
−→ Ω

1

Mtor
H,Σ/S0

. Note that these objects are uniquely

determined by their restrictions to MH,1. (Therefore, although we defined them
as induced objects, they agree with the corresponding objects defined in log
geometry.)

Since the Gauss–Manin connection (see [42, Def. 1.11]) induces the extended
Gauss–Manin connection (4.10), the extended Gauss–Manin connection (4.10) is

the difference between the two isomorphisms Id
∗
, s∗ : pr∗2(H1

dR(A/MH)can)
∼−→

pr∗1(H1
dR(A/MH)can) lifting the identity morphism on H1

dR(A/MH)can. (We can

interpret Id
∗

as induced by the extended Gauss–Manin connection (4.10) and s∗.)

Note that here pr∗1 and pr∗2 are morphisms with target tensored with P
1

Mtor
H,Σ/S0

, but

not P1
Mtor
H,Σ/S0

(which can be identified with the structural sheaf of the first infini-

tesimal neighborhood of Mtor
H,Σ in Mtor

H,Σ×
S0

Mtor
H,Σ). By construction of Ecan

G1,R
( · ) (cf.

(4.13)), for each W ∈ RepR(G1), the two isomorphisms above induce two isomor-

phisms Id
∗
, s∗ : pr∗2(Ecan

G1,R
(W ))

∼−→ pr∗1(Ecan
G1,R

(W )) lifting the identity morphism

on Ecan
G1,R

(W ). Hence the difference s∗ − Id
∗

induces a morphism

(4.15) ∇ : Ecan
G1,R(W ) −→ Ecan

G1,R(W ) ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

of abelian sheaves. Since the connection ∇ in (4.15) is induced by the connection
[42, (1.23)], the integrability condition is trivially verified. By applying ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,1

ID,

we obtain an integrable connection with log poles

(4.16) ∇ : Esub
G1,R(W ) −→ Esub

G1,R(W ) ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

.

Definition 4.17. The integrable connection ∇ (with log poles) in (4.15) (resp.
(4.16)) is called the extended Gauss–Manin connection for Ecan

G1,R
(W ) (resp.

Esub
G1,R

(W )).
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Hence we obtain the following extension of the de Rham complex
(EG1,R(W ) ⊗

OMH,R

Ω•MH,R/SR ,∇) (see [42, Def. 1.24]):

Definition 4.18. The integrable connections (4.15) and (4.16) (with log poles)

define the (log) de Rham complexes (Ecan
G1,R

(W ) ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

,∇) and

(Esub
G1,R

(W ) ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

,∇).

4.4. Hodge filtrations. For each τ ∈ Υ, let Oτ , Vτ , pτ , qτ , mτ , Lτ , Gτ , Pτ , and
Mτ be defined as in [42, §§2.1–2.2]. Fix any choice of a cocharacter Gm⊗

Z
R1 −→

G1 (splitting the similitude character υ : G1 −→ Gm⊗
Z
R1) as in [42, Def. 2.4],

and consider its reciprocal H : Gm⊗
Z
R1 −→ G1 as in [42, §2.3]. Then, for each

R1-algebra R and each W ∈ RepR(P1), we can define the Hodge filtrations on
W , EP1,R(W ), and EG1,R(W ) ⊗

OMH,R

Ω•MH,R/SR as in [42, §2.3]. By Lemma 4.14, the

Hodge filtration on W defines filtrations on Ecan
P1,R

(W ) and Esub
P1,R

(W ) (extending the

Hodge filtration Fa(EP1,R(W )) on EP1,R(W )), which we denote by Fa(Ecan
P1,R

(W ))

and Fa(Esub
P1,R

(W )), for a ∈ Z.

Definition 4.19. The filtration F(Ecan
P1,R

(W )) = {Fa(Ecan
P1,R

(W ))}a∈Z (resp.

F(Esub
P1,R

(W )) = {Fa(Esub
P1,R

(W ))}a∈Z) is called the Hodge filtration on Ecan
P1,R

(W )

(resp. Esub
P1,R

(W )).

By Lemma 4.14, GraF(Ecan
P1,R

(W )) ∼= Ecan
M1,R

(GraF(W )) and GraF(Esub
P1,R

(W )) ∼=
Esub

M1,R
(GraF(W )).

Definition 4.20. Let W ∈ RepR(G1). By considering W as an object of RepR(P1)
by restriction from G1 to P1, we can define the Hodge filtrations on Ecan

G1,R
(W ) ∼=

Ecan
P1,R

(W ) (resp. Esub
G1,R

(W ) ∼= Esub
P1,R

(W )) (see Lemma 4.14) as in Definition 4.19.

The Hodge filtration on the de Rham complex Ecan
G1,R

(W ) ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

is de-

fined by

Fa(Ecan
G1,R(W ) ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

) := Fa−•(Ecan
G1,R(W )) ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

,

extending the Hodge filtration on EG1,R(W ) ⊗
OMH,R

Ω•MH,R/SR (see [42, Def. 2.13]).

The Hodge filtration on Esub
G1,R

(W ) ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

is defined similarly.

These form subcomplexes of the de Rham complexes under the Gauss–Manin
connections, thanks to the Griffiths transversality. (The only de Rham complexes
we will need for our main results are those realized by weak geometric plethysm
as in Proposition 5.8, for which the Griffiths transversality is clear. For de Rham
complexes attached to an arbitrary W ∈ RepR(G1), see [40].)

Lemma 4.21 (cf. [42, Lem. 2.14]). Suppose W1 and W2 are two objects in
RepR(G1) such that the induced actions of P1 and Lie(G1) on them satisfy
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W1|P1
∼= W2|P1

and W1|Lie(G1)
∼= W2|Lie(G1). Then we have a canonical

isomorphism

(4.22) (Ecan
G1,R(W1) ⊗

OMH,R

Ω
•
MH,R/SR ,∇) ∼= (Ecan

G1,R(W2) ⊗
OMH,R

Ω
•
MH,R/SR ,∇)

respecting the Hodge filtrations on both sides. (Consequently, the same is true with
Ecan

G1,R
( · ) replaced with Esub

G1,R
( · ).)

Proof. The same proof for [42, Lem. 2.14] works here. �

5. Geometric realizations of canonical extensions

The aim of this section is to explain how the constructions in [42, §3] for auto-
morphic bundles can be extended to their canonical extensions.

5.1. Setup. We retain the notation of [42, §§2.4–2.6]. (See especially [42, Rem.
2.17], which is justified in our context by Lemma 4.21, generalizing [42, Lem. 2.14].)

Let R be any R1-algebra. Let µ ∈ X+,<p
G1

(as in [42, Def. 2.29]). Since the
underlying R-module of V[µ],R is locally free, we can consider the contragradient
representation V ∨[µ],R ∈ RepR(G1). Then we have the associated automorphic bun-

dles V [µ],R := EG1,R(V[µ],R) and V ∨[µ],R := EG1,R(V ∨[µ],R) over MH,R (cf. [42, Prop.

3.7]), and their canonical (resp. subcanonical) extensions V can
[µ],R := Ecan

G1,R
(V[µ],R)

and (V ∨[µ],R)can := Ecan
G1,R

(V ∨[µ],R) (resp. V sub
[µ],R := Esub

G1,R
(V[µ],R) and (V ∨[µ],R)sub :=

Esub
G1,R

(V ∨[µ],R)) over Mtor
H,Σ,R.

The connections (4.15) and (4.16) define respectively the de Rham complexes

((V ∨[µ],R)can ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

,∇) and ((V ∨[µ],R)sub ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

,∇), both

extending the de Rham complex (V ∨[µ],R ⊗
OMH,R

Ω•MH,R/SR ,∇), with their Hodge

filtrations as in Definition 4.20 extending that on V ∨[µ],R ⊗
OMH,R

Ω•MH,R/SR .

Our goal in this section is to explain how the canonical extensions of automorphic
bundles can be realized as summands of the relative log de Rham cohomology of
compactifications of Kuga families (cf. [42, §3]). There will be two versions, one
weaker version (Proposition 5.8) to be applied to the study of (log) Hodge and de
Rham cohomology in Section 7, and a stronger version (Proposition 5.14) to be
applied to the comparison with étale and Betti cohomology in Section 9.

For simplicity, we write, for each integer m ≥ 0, each κ ∈ Km,H,Σ, and each
degree i ≥ 0, the relative cohomology

(5.1) Hi
m,κ := Hi

log-dR(Ntor
m,κ/M

tor
H,Σ,1) := Ri(f tor

m,κ)∗(Ω
•
Ntor
m,κ/M

tor
H,Σ,1

)

and the relative homology

Hm,κ,i := H log-dR
i (Ntor

m,κ/M
tor
H,Σ,1)

:= HomOMtor
H,Σ,1

(Hi
log-dR(Ntor

m,κ/M
tor
H,Σ,1),OMtor

H,Σ,1
).

(5.2)

By [38, Thm. 2.15], these are locally free sheaves over Mtor
H,Σ,1, with a long list of nice

properties. In particular, they admit Gauss–Manin connections and de Rham com-
plexes (with log poles along D, by the same arguments in [42, §4.1] and [38, §4D]),
which are compatible with Definitions 4.17 and 4.20 when R = R1 and W = L1

(because their restrictions to the open dense subscheme MH,1 are the canonical
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ones). We shall denote these de Rham complexes by (Hi
m,κ ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,1

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,1/S1

,∇)

and (Hm,κ,i ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,1

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,1/S1

,∇), the latter being dual to the former. The former

agrees (up to canonical isomorphism) with the i-th exterior power of the m-fold
direct sum of the de Rham complex defined by (4.10) (by uniqueness of such ex-
tensions, again by restriction to MH,1), with its Hodge filtration (denoted by F

as always) the same as the m-th tensor product of the two-step filtration as in
[38, Prop. 6.9]. Hence they are independent of the choice of κ (up to canonical
isomorphism), and we can define unambiguously

(5.3) Hi
m,H,Σ := Hi

m,κ

and

(5.4) Hm,H,Σ,i := Hm,κ,i

using any κ in the partially ordered set Km,H,Σ, together with well-defined Gauss–
Manin connections and de Rham complexes (with obvious notations).

Remark 5.5. Then we have Hm,H,Σ,•
∼= Hm,κ,•

∼= Ecan
G1,R1

(∧•(L⊕m1 )) (horizontally

over Mtor
H,Σ,1; i.e., respecting not only the Gauss–Manin connections and the de

Rham complexes, but also the Hodge filtrations).

For any R1-algebra R, we denote the base changes of these sheaves or complexes
by adding R to the end of the subscripts. For simplicity, we shall only explain the
case R = R1 in the remainder of this section. Nevertheless, it will be clear from
the constructions that they also work over general R.

5.2. Refinements of cone decompositions.

Proposition 5.6. Let m ≥ 0 be any integer. Suppose we have two choices Σ′

and Σ for MH, such that Σ′ is a refinement of Σ (see [39, Def. 6.4.2.2]). Then
there is a canonical proper log étale morphism [1]Σ′,Σ : Mtor

H,Σ′,1 −→ Mtor
H,Σ,1 (cf.

[39, Prop. 6.4.3.4]), and, for each κ ∈ Km,H,Σ, there exists some κ′ ∈ Km,H,Σ′ ,
together with a proper log étale morphism [1]κ′,κ : Ntor

m,κ′ −→ Ntor
m,κ covering [1]Σ′,Σ :

Mtor
H,Σ′,1 −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1 (compatible with f tor
m,κ′ on the source and with f tor

m,κ on the

target), inducing canonical horizontal isomorphisms H•m,H,Σ′
∼−→ [1]∗Σ′,ΣH

•
m,H,Σ

and ([1]Σ′,Σ)∗Hm,H,Σ′,•
∼−→ Hm,H,Σ,•.

Proof. This follows from (a special case of) [38, (4) of Thm. 2.15], with gh = 1 ∈
G(A∞,p) there. (It is essentially by definition (see [28, Thm. 3.5]) that morphisms
between toroidal compactifications of MH are log étale.) �

Lemma 5.7. Consider the canonical morphism [1]Σ′,Σ : Mtor
H,Σ′,1 −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1 (cf.

[39, Prop. 6.4.3.4]). By abuse of notation, let us denote the boundary of both Mtor
H,Σ′,1

and Mtor
H,Σ,1 (namely the complement of MH,1 in them with their reduced structures)

by D, defined by the coherent ideals ID in the structural sheaves of their ambient
spaces. Then we have a canonical isomorphism ([1]Σ′,Σ)∗ID

∼−→ ID; moreover,
Ri([1]Σ′,Σ)∗ID = 0 for each i > 0. The same are true with these sheaves of ideals
replaced with the corresponding structural sheaves (which have already been in [38,
Thm. 2.15], or rather [39, proof of Lem. 7.1.1.5]).
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Proof. All of these statements follow from the argument in [32, Ch. I, §3], which has
been used (in some different languages) in [23, Lem. 1.3.6] and [38, Thm. 2.15]. The
proof of [23, Lem. 1.3.6] (using closed coverings defined by cone decompositions)
explains both the cases of the structural sheaves and the coherent ideals defining
boundary divisors, from which our case follows easily, as explained in proof of [23,
Lem. 1.6.8(iii)]. (Alternatively, one can pass to formal completions along boundary
strata and use open coverings defined by cone decompositions as in [38].) �

5.3. Weak geometric plethysm.

Proposition 5.8 (cf. [42, Prop. 3.7]). Suppose µ ∈ X+,<Wp
G1

, with 0 ≤ n :=
|µ|L < p, as in [42, Def. 3.2]. Suppose moreover that max(2, rτ ) < p whenever
τ = τ ◦ c. Then Hn,H,Σ,•

∼= Ecan
G1,R1

(∧•(L⊕n1 )) (horizontally over Mtor
H,Σ,1) (cf. Re-

mark 5.5), and the functorial images under Ecan
G1,R1

( · ) of idempotent endomorphisms

of L⊕n1 as an object in RepR1
(G1) define horizontal idempotent endomorphisms

of Hn,H,Σ,•. In particular, the commuting elements εL
n, εS

µ, εY
µ , and ελµ defined in

[42, §§3.1–3.4] define (commuting) idempotents Ecan
G1,R1

(εL
n), Ecan

G1,R1
(εS
n), Ecan

G1,R1
(εY
n ),

and Ecan
G1,R1

(ελn), respectively, all acting as horizontal idempotent endomorphisms on

Hn,H,Σ,•
∼= Ecan

G1,R1
(∧•(L⊕n1 )). By abuse of notation, let us denote these idempotents

by (εL
n)∗, (εS

µ)∗, (εY
µ )∗, and (ελµ)∗, and denote their dual idempotents on H•n,H,Σ by

(εL
n)∗, (εS

µ)∗, (εY
µ )∗, and (ελµ)∗, respectively. Hence, by defining εµ = ελµ ε

Y
µ ε

S
µ ε

L
n

and tµ as in [42, Prop. 3.7], and by defining (εµ)∗ and (εµ)∗ in the obvious way,
we obtain canonical horizontal isomorphisms

V can
[µ] := Ecan

G1
(V[µ]) ∼= (εµ)∗ Hn,H,Σ,n

and (by duality)

(5.9) (V ∨[µ])
can := Ecan

G1
(V ∨[µ])

∼= (εµ)∗ Hn
n,H,Σ,

realizing in particular the de Rham complex of (V ∨[µ])
can as a horizontal summand

of the de Rham complex of Hn
n,H,Σ. (The same is true if we base change everything

to an R1-algebra R.)

Proof. Since the idempotent actions of εL
n, εS

µ, εY
µ , and ελµ on ∧•(L⊕n1 ) commute

with the actions of G1, their kernels and images split in RepR1
(G1) and allow us

to deduce that their functorial images under Ecan
G1,R1

( · ) are horizontal (because the

corresponding de Rham complexes split as well). �

As a result, for realizing de Rham complexes of (V ∨[µ])
can as a horizontal sum-

mand of the de Rham complexes of Hn
n,H,Σ, Proposition 5.8 explains the simple

fact that we do not need true endomorphisms of f tor
n,κ : Ntor

n,κ −→ Mtor
H,Σ,1 for any

κ ∈ Kn,H,Σ. This will be all that we need until the end of Section 8.
However, for applying the crystalline comparison theorem in Section 9.1, we will

need a more precise construction, involving morphisms between f tor
n,κ : Ntor

n,κ −→
Mtor
H,Σ,1 and f tor

n,κ′ : Ntor
n,κ′ −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1 for different κ, κ′ ∈ Kn,H,Σ. We will explain

this in the following subsections. (These results will only be used in Section 9.2
below.)
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5.4. Extensions of endomorphisms. The aim of this subsection is to explain
how the idempotents (εL

n)∗, (εS
µ)∗, and (εY

µ )∗ can be extended.

Proposition 5.10. Let m ≥ 0 be an integer and let h be an element of EndO(O⊕m)
such that the cokernel O⊕m/(h(O⊕m)) has finite cardinality prime to p. In this
case, by identifying Nm with HomO(O⊕m, A), the endomorphism h of the lattice
O⊕m induces an endomorphism h∗ : Nm −→ Nm which is an isogeny of degree
prime to p, and, for each κ ∈ Km,H,Σ, there exists some κ′ ∈ Km,H,Σ (with the same
Σ), together with a proper log étale morphism h∗κ′,κ : Ntor

m,κ′ −→ Ntor
m,κ (compatible

with f tor
m,κ′ on the source and with f tor

m,κ on the target), inducing canonical horizon-

tal isomorphisms (h∗)∗ : H•m,H,Σ
∼−→ H•m,H,Σ and (h∗)∗ : Hm,H,Σ,•

∼−→ Hm,H,Σ,•.

(See (5.3) and (5.4).) The canonical isomorphism (h∗)∗ : Hm,H,Σ,•
∼−→ Hm,H,Σ,•

agree with the functorial image under Ecan
G1,R1

( · ) of the canonical isomorphism h∗ :

∧•(L⊕m1 ) ∼= ∧•(HomO1
(O⊕m1 , L1))

∼−→ ∧•(HomO1
(O⊕m1 , L1)) ∼= ∧•(L⊕m1 ) in-

duced by h⊗
Z
R1.

Proof. Let Q := O⊕m, and let Q′ ⊂ Q⊗
Z
Q be the O-lattice such that Q′⊗

Z
Ẑp =

h(Q⊗
Z
Ẑp) as submodules of Q⊗

Z
A∞,p. Let gl ∈ GLO⊗

Z
A∞,p(Q⊗

Z
A∞,p) and g′l ∈

GLO⊗
Z
A∞,p(Q⊗

Z
A∞,p) be elements such that Q′⊗

Z
Ẑp = gl(Q⊗

Z
Ẑp) and Q⊗

Z
Ẑp =

g′l(Q
′⊗
Z
Ẑp) corresponds respectively the two maps h : Q −→ Q′ and incl : Q′ −→ Q

(which exist by approximation, or rather by the theory of lattices). Then the
proposition follows from (a special case of) [38, (5) of Thm. 2.15], by composing
the two proper log étale morphisms obtained with gl ∈ GLO⊗

Z
A∞,p(Q⊗

Z
A∞,p) and

g′l ∈ GLO⊗
Z
A∞,p(Q′⊗

Z
A∞,p), respectively. The last statement is true because (by

definition) it is so after pullback to the open dense subscheme MH, and because of
the local freeness of the canonical extensions Hm,H,Σ,•

∼= Ecan
G1,R1

(∧•(L⊕m1 )). �

Corollary 5.11. There is a canonical right action of EndO1(O⊕m1 ) on
Hm,H,Σ,•, or rather a left action of EndO1

(O⊕m1 )op, given by horizontal
morphisms, which can be realized as an R1-linear combination of automorphisms
(h∗)∗ as in Corollary 5.11. This left action agrees with the functorial image
under Ecan

G1,R1
( · ) of the left action of the natural left action of EndO1(O⊕m1 )op on

∧•(L⊕m1 ) ∼= ∧•(HomO1
(O⊕m1 , L1)).

Proof. Let us take the action to be the functorial image under Ecan
G1,R1

( · ) of the right

action of EndO1
(O⊕m1 ) on ∧•(L⊕m1 ) ∼= ∧•(HomO1

(O⊕m1 , L1)). As in the proof of
[39, Lem. 5.2.2.3], by adding suitable integers to generators, EndO(O⊕m) is spanned
(over Z) by elements invertible in EndO(O⊕m)⊗

Z
Z(p). Hence the corollary follows

by taking R1-linear combinations. �

The natural right action of Om1 o Sm on O⊕m1 (by multiplication and per-
mutation) defines a ring homomorphism R1[Om1 o Sm]op −→ EndO1(O⊕m1 ), or
equivalently a ring homomorphism R1[Om1 oSm] −→ EndO1(O⊕m1 )op. Therefore,
by Corollary 5.11, we obtain a left action of R1[Om1 oSm] on Hm,H,Σ,•, given by
horizontal morphisms, which can be realized as an R1-linear combination of iso-
morphisms (h∗)∗ as in Corollary 5.11. In fact, the same proof of Corollary 5.11 (by
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the argument of adding suitable integers) shows that we can realize the morphisms
as an R1-linear combination of morphisms (h∗)∗ as in Corollary 5.11 with h in the
homomorphic image of Z[Om oSm]op −→ EndO(O⊕n). As a result:

Corollary 5.12. Let εL
n, εS

µ, and εY
µ be the elements in R1[On1 oSn] defined in [42,

§§3.2–3.3] which act as idempotents on L⊕n1
∼= HomO1

(O⊕n1 , L1). Then the hori-
zontal idempotent endomorphisms (εL

n)∗, (εS
µ)∗, and (εY

µ )∗ of Hn,H,Σ,• in Proposi-
tion 5.8 can be realized as an R1-linear combination of automorphisms (h∗)∗ as in
Corollary 5.11 (with h in the image of Z[On oSn]op −→ EndO(O⊕n)). By dual-
ity, the horizontal idempotent endomorphisms (εL

n)∗, (εS
µ)∗, and (εY

µ )∗ of H•n,H,Σ in
Proposition 5.8 can be realized as R1-linear combinations of automorphisms (h∗)∗

as in Corollary 5.11 (with similar h).

5.5. Extensions of polarizations. To extend the idempotents (ελµ)∗ or (ελµ)∗, we
have to extend the Chern classes we are using. According to [42, §3.4 and §3.6],
we need the Chern classes of the pullbacks of Poincaré line bundles, or rather the
Chern classes of the pullbacks of (Id×λ)∗PA. (We prefer to work with this line
bundle, so that technically we no longer have to consider the polarization λ, for
which we do not have a ready extension over the toroidal compactificaitons of Kuga
families.)

Let m ≥ 0 be an integer. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, let Lm,i,j := pr∗ij(Id×λ)∗PA,
where prij : Nm = Am −→ A ×

MH
A is the projection to the i-th and j-th factors.

For each κ ∈ Km,H,Σ, since Ntor
m,κ is projective and smooth over S0 = Spec(OF0,(p)),

it is noetherian and locally factorial. Then, by [19, IV-4, 21.6.11], the canonical
restriction morphism Pic(Ntor

m,κ) −→ Pic(N) is surjective, and there exists some line

bundle Lm,i,j,κ over Ntor
m,κ extending Lm,i,j over Nm.

Proposition 5.13. Let Lm,i,j,κ be any extension of Lm,i,j as above. The (log) first

Chern class cij of Lm,i,j,κ in H2
log-dR(Ntor

m,κ/M
tor
H,Σ,1)(1) = H2

m,κ(1) ∼= H2
m,H,Σ(1)

is independent of the choice of Lm,i,j,κ. Consequently, since H1
m,H,Σ

∼=
(H1

1,H,Σ)⊕m ∼= (H1
dR(A/MH,1)can)⊕m (by the characterization as in [38, Prop.

6.9]) and H•m,H,Σ
∼= ∧• H1

m,H,Σ (by [38, Thm. 2.15]), cup product with cij induces

a well-defined morphism (H1
1,H,Σ)⊗(m−2) −→ (H1

1,H,Σ)⊗m(1), canonically dual

to the morphism H⊗m1,H,Σ,1 −→ H
⊗(m−2)
1,H,Σ,1 (1) induced by evaluating the canonical

pairing 〈 · , · 〉can
λ : H1,H,Σ,1×H1,H,Σ,1 −→ OMtor

H,Σ,1
(1) as in [38, Prop. 6.9] on the

i-th and j-th factors.

Proof. The (log) first Chern class cij is independent of the choice of the extension
Lm,i,j,κ of Lm,i,j because the extension is unique up to a divisor supported on the
boundary. The second statement then follows because the pairings (once defined)
are canonically determined by their restrictions to MH,1. �

5.6. Strong geometric plethysm.

Proposition 5.14. Suppose µ ∈ X+,<Wp
G1

, with 0 ≤ n := |µ|L < p, as in [42, Def.
3.2]. Suppose moreover that max(2, rτ ) < p whenever τ = τ ◦ c. Let (εµ)∗ be the
horizontal idempotent endomorphism of H•n,H,Σ as in Proposition 5.8, and let tµ
be as in [42, Prop. 3.7], so that we have the canonical horizontal isomorphism
(V ∨[µ])

can ∼= (εµ)∗ Hn
n,H,Σ in (5.9) realizing in particular the de Rham complex of

(V ∨[µ])
can as a horizontal summand of the de Rham complex of Hn

n,H,Σ. Then there
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exists a sequence of cone decompositions {Σi}0≤i≤t, a sequence {hi}1≤i<t of ele-
ments in EndO(O⊕n), two sequences {κi}0≤i≤t and {κ′i}0≤i<t (whose meanings

will be explained below), and a sequence of global sections ci of either H0
n,H,Σ or

H2
n,H,Σ(1), such that:

(1) Σ0 = Σ, and, for each 0 ≤ i < t, Σi+1 is a refinement of Σi.
(2) For each 0 ≤ i ≤ t (resp. 0 ≤ i < t), κi (resp. κ′i) is an element in Kn,H,Σi .
(3) For each 0 ≤ i < t, there exists a proper log étale morphism (hi)

∗
κ′i,κi

:

Ntor
n,κ′i
−→ Ntor

n,κi as in Proposition 5.10.

(4) For each 0 ≤ i < t, we have κ′i � κi in Kn,H,Σi , so that there is a proper
log étale morphism fκ′i,κi : Ntor

n,κ′i
−→ Ntor

n,κi as in [38, Thm. 2.15].

(5) For each 0 ≤ i < t, there exists a proper log étale morphism [1]κi+1,κ′i
:

Ntor
n,κi+1

−→ Ntor
n,κ′i

as in Proposition 5.6 (with (Σi, κ
′
i) and (Σi+1, κi+1) here

standing respectively for (Σ, κ) and (Σ′, κ′) there).
(6) For each 0 < i ≤ t, ci is either a scalar in H0

n,H,Σi , or the (log) Chern class

of some line bundle in H2
n,H,Σi(1).

(7) By abuse of notation, for each 0 ≤ i < t, let h∗i be the composition of the
morphisms [1]κt,κ′t−1

◦fκ′t−1,κt−1
, [1]κt−1,κ′t−2

◦fκ′t−2,κt−2
, . . . , [1]κ3,κ′2

◦fκ′2,κ2
,

and [1]κ2,κ′1
◦fκ′1,κ1

, but with (only one term) [1]κi+1,κ′i
◦fκ′i,κi replaced with

[1]κi+1,κ′i
◦(hi)∗κ′i,κi . (We group the morphisms two-by-two so that the choice

of κ′i is irrelevant in practice.)
(8) The summand (εµ)∗Hn

n,H,Σ can be constructed as in [42, §§3.1–3.4 and §3.6]
using a finite number of R1-linear combinations of the elements (h∗i )

∗(ci),
for 0 < i ≤ t.

(The same is true if we base change everything to an R1-algebra R.)

Proof. This follows by the very construction in [42, §§3.1–3.4 and §3.6], and by
Corollary 5.12 and Proposition 5.13. �

Remark 5.15. By Lemma 5.7, all the refinements of cone decompositions in Propo-
sition 5.14 are harmless for our purpose.

Remark 5.16. Proposition 5.14 will not be used until Section 9.2 below.

6. Nilpotent residues: the case of automorphic bundles

In this section, we give two proofs of the nilpotence of the residue maps for
automorphic bundles over MH,1. The first proof, in Section 6.1, will be a sim-
ple argument using the comparison in [37] and the explicit analytic local charts of
toroidal compactifications in Ash–Mumford–Rapoport–Tai [2]. The second proof,
in Section 6.2, will be a purely algebraic argument (in that it does not use any
transcendental techniques), using only the definition of canonical extensions of au-
tomorphic bundles. With this, the proof of our main vanishing results becomes
purely algebraic. (Nevertheless, this is inspired by the analytic argument, because
it uses the étale local charts along the boundary.)

6.1. Analytic local charts. Since a morphism between locally free sheaves of fi-
nite rank is zero if and only if its restriction to an open dense subset is zero, and
since it is zero if and and only if it is so after a faithfully flat base change, it suffices
to show that the residue maps over C are nilpotent. By [30, VI and VII], this is
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equivalent to showing that the monodromy transformations about irreducible com-
ponents of the boundary divisor D on the analytifications of automorphic bundles
(base changed to C) are all unipotent.

By [37, Thm. 4.1.1], the analytification of Mtor
H,Σ,0,C := Mtor

H,Σ,0 ⊗
OF0,(p)

C is an an-

alytic toroidal compactification of the analytification of MH,0,C := MH,0 ⊗
OF0,(p)

C.

Therefore, according to [2, Ch. III, §5, Main Thm. I and its proof], the connected
local charts of Mtor

H,Σ,0,C about a boundary divisor are partial toroidal embeddings of
punctured polydisk bundles with fundamental group canonically identified with an
arithmetic subgroup of the unipotent radical of some maximal parabolic subgroup
of G⊗

Z
C. (As usual, the rational structure of G⊗

Z
C for this arithmetic subgroup

depends on the connected component over which the chart lies.) As explained in
[42, Lem. 8.14], the analytification of automorphic bundles are constructed tauto-
logically using algebraic representations of G⊗

Z
C. Hence the monodromy transfor-

mations along irreducible components of the boundary divisor D are all unipotent,
as desired. As a result:

Proposition 6.1. For every W ∈ RepR1
(G1), the extended Gauss–Manin connec-

tion ∇ on Ecan
G1,R1

(W ) (see Definition 4.17) has nilpotent residues.

Remark 6.2. The unipotence of monodromy (specifically in the center of the unipo-
tent radical of some maximal parabolic subgroup of G⊗

Z
C) is by no means an

accident. Firstly, this is a consequence of the very construction — the so-called
toroidal compactifications make use of algebraic tori built exactly from these cen-
ters of unipotent radicals of maximal parabolic subgroups of G⊗

Z
C. Secondly,

these unipotent monodromy transformations along the boundary also characterize
the cone decompositions chosen in the construction of the toroidal compactification
— see in particular [2, Ch. III, §7, Main Thm. II].

6.2. A purely algebraic argument. Inspired by the (still transcendental) argu-
ment in Section 6.1, we now present a purely algebraic argument, using only the
construction of automorphic bundles and the (algebraic) construction of toroidal
compactifications. The idea is not complicated, but unlike the transcendental local
charts in [2, Ch. III], their algebraic analogues are noncanonical and can only be
described étale locally.

Let U1 be the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup P1 of G1. Then
u1 := Lie(U1) is the unipotent radical of the parabolic subalgebra p1 := Lie(P1) of
g1 := Lie(G1). Let p−1 be the parabolic subalgebra of g1 opposite to p1, and let u−1
be the unipotent radical of p−1 . Let us abusively denote (u−1 )

∨
as u#

1 , which can be
identified with u1 when p > 2, or when Gτ

∼= Sp2rτ ,R1
for some τ ∈ Υ.

For each R1-algebra R, let Sym≤1(u#
R) := Sym(u#

R)/ Sym≥2(u#
R) ∼=

(Sym≤1(u−R))
∨

(viewed as filtered, rather than graded, objects in RepR(P1)).

Lemma 6.3. For any isomorphism φ : R1(1)
∼−→ R1 inducing an isomorphism

L0,1(1) −→ L∨0,1 which we also denote by φ, the R1-module u#
1 is isomorphic to

(6.4) (L0,1 ⊗
R1

L∨0,1(1))/

(
φ(y)⊗ z − φ(z)⊗ y
(b?x)⊗ y − x⊗(by)

)
x∈L∨0,1,y,z∈L∨0,1(1),b∈O1
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in RepR1
(P1). The same is true with R1 replaced with any R1-algebra R.

Proof. The first statement is clear from the definition of P1. The second statement
follows from the freeness of the module in (6.4) over R1, which follows from [39,
Prop. 1.2.2.3], because we assume that p is a good prime. �

Lemma 6.5. Consider the morphism

(6.6) (Ecan
P1
⊗
R1

R)×Sym≤1(u#
R) −→ OMtor

H,R
⊕Ω

1

MH,R/SR : (ξ, (r, u)) 7→ (r, [ξ−1uξ]),

where ξ is any section of Ecan
P1
⊗
R1

R, where (r, u) ∈ Sym≤1(u#
R), with r in degree

zero and u in degree one, and where [ξ−1uξ] is defined as follows: (For simplicity
of notation, let us treat sections as global sections, although they might only
exist locally.) Each section ξ of Ecan

P1
⊗
R1

R induces by definition (see Section

4.2) an isomorphism HdR
1 (A/MH,R)can ∼−→ (L0,1⊕L∨0,1(1)) ⊗

R1

OMtor
H,R

(which

we again denote by ξ) matching the natural filtrations, and hence also induces

a splitting HdR
1 (A/MH,R)can ∼= LieAext/Mtor

H,1
⊕Lie∨(Aext)∨/Mtor

H,1
(corresponding

to the canonical splitting of L0,1⊕L∨0,1(1)). Then ξ−1uξ induces a morphism

LieAext/Mtor
H,1
−→ Lie∨(Aext)∨/Mtor

H,1
, and hence induces a section of Ω

1

Mtor
H,R/SR

under

the extended Kodaira–Spencer morphism (4.3), which we denote by [ξ−1uξ].
The morphism (6.6) induces a morphism (see Definition 4.12)

(6.7) Ecan
P1,R(Sym≤1(u#

R)) −→ OMtor
H,R
⊕Ω

1

MH,R/SR
∼= P

1

MH,R/SR ,

because p(ξ, (r, u)) = (pξ, (r, pup−1)) and (ξ, (r, u)) have the same image
(r, [(pξ)−1(pup−1)(pξ)]) = (r, [ξ−1uξ]) for each section p of P1 ⊗

R1

R. This

morphism is an isomorphism of OMtor
H,R

-modules.

Proof. By trivializing Ecan
P1,R

étale locally, we see that the morphism (6.7) is a
morphism of OMtor

H,R
-modules. By definition, it sends the canonical submodule

Ecan
P1,R

(u#
R) of Ecan

P1,R
(Sym≤1(u#

R)) to the canonical submodule Ω
1

Mtor
H,R/SR

of

OMtor
H,R
⊕Ω

1

Mtor
H,R/SR

, and the induced morphism Ecan
P1,R

(u#
R) −→ Ω

1

Mtor
H,R/SR

is an

isomorphism by Lemma 6.3 and by the extended Kodaira–Spencer isomorphism
(4.4). Also by definition, the induced morphism Ecan

P1,R
(R) −→ OMtor

H,R
between

quotient modules is an isomorphism. Hence (6.7) is an isomorphism. �

Proposition 6.8. Let R be any R1-algebra, and let W ∈ RepR(G1). Under the
functor Ecan

P1,R
( · ), the canonical morphism

(6.9) W∨⊗
R

Sym≤1(u#
R) −→W∨⊗

R
u#
R : w⊗(c+ e) 7→ w⊗ e+

∑
1≤j≤d

(yjw)⊗(cfj)

for c ∈ R1, e ∈ u−R, w ∈ W∨, and any free R-basis y1, . . . , yd of u−R dual to a free

R-basis f1, . . . , fd of u#
R , is associated with the canonical morphism

(6.10) Ecan
P1,R(W∨) ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,R

P
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

−→ Ecan
P1,R(W∨) ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR
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inducing (by composition with the canonical morphism Ecan
P1,R

(W∨) −→
Ecan

P1,R
(W∨) ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,R

P
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

induced by the canonical morphism

OMtor
H,Σ,R

−→ P
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

) the extended Gauss–Manin connection (4.15)

(see Definition 4.17).

Proof. The canonical morphism P
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

−→ Ω
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

corresponds to

Sym≤1(u#
R) −→ u#

R : c + e 7→ e for c ∈ R and e ∈ u−R. The canonical morphism
(6.10) (inducing the extended Gauss–Manin connection (4.15)) is defined by (the

restriction to pr∗2(Ecan
P1,R

(W∨)) of) s∗ − Id
∗

on Ecan
P1,R

(W∨) ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

P
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

,

satisfying (s∗ − Id
∗
)(z⊗x) = ((s∗ − Id

∗
)(z⊗ 1))x + z⊗((s∗ − Id

∗
)x) for

all section z of EP1,R(W∨) and all section x of P
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

(because

((s∗ − Id
∗
)(z⊗ 1))⊗((s∗ − Id

∗
)x) = 0). Since (s∗ − Id

∗
)x is known to agree with

the image of the canonical morphism P
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

−→ Ω
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

when restricted

to sections x in pr∗2(OMtor
H,Σ,R

), it remains to study (s∗ − Id
∗
)(z⊗ 1).

Consider the two projections pr1,pr2 : M̃
(1)
H,R −→ MH,R. Then

pr∗i H
dR
1 (A/MH,R) ∼= HdR

1 (pr∗i A/M̃
(1)
H,R), and we obtain a morphism

(s∗ − Id∗) : HdR
1 (A/MH,R) −→ HdR

1 (A/MH,R) ⊗
OMH,R

Ω1
MH,R/SR

. For each section

v of Der1
MH,R/SR , we obtain a morphism HdR

1 (A/MH,R) −→ HdR
1 (A/MH,R)

respecting 〈 · , · 〉λ, and inducing a trivial action on the top Hodge graded

piece. If we identify (HdR
1 (A/MH,R), 〈 · , · 〉λ,OMH,R(1),Lie∨A∨/MH,R) with

((LR⊕L∨R(1)) ⊗
R1

OMH,R , 〈 · , · 〉can.,OMH,R(1), L∨R(1) ⊗
R1

OMH,R)) by any section

of EP1
⊗
R1

R, this morphism induced by v defines a section uv of the pullback

of u−R to MH,R. Since everything is canonically extended (by open density of
MH,R in Mtor

H,Σ,R), the same is true over Mtor
H,Σ,R. (This is compatible with the

identification Ecan
P1,R

(u#
R) ∼= Ω

1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

based on Lemma 6.3 and the (extended)

Kodaira–Spencer isomorphism (4.4).) Hence v(s∗ − Id
∗
)(z⊗ 1) = uv(z), and so

(s∗ − Id
∗
)(z⊗ 1) =

∑
1≤j≤d

(yjz)⊗ fj by duality, as desired. �

Proposition 6.11. For each R1-algebra R and each W ∈ RepR(G1), the ex-
tended Gauss–Manin connection ∇ on Ecan

G1,R
(W ) (see Definition 4.17) has nilpotent

residues.

Proof. By passing to the complement of the branches of D other than any given one,
it suffices to verify the nilpotence of the residue maps over open dense subschemes
of Mtor

H,Σ,R over which the pullback of D is an irreducible smooth divisor. By étale
localization, we may assume that D is a coordinate hyperplane in an affine space, de-
fined by the vanishing of some variable t. Consider the OMtor

H,Σ,R
-dual DerMtor

H,Σ,R/SR

of Ω
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

. Then the section v := t(∂/∂t) defines a section of DerMtor
H,Σ,R/SR

(dual to the section d(log(t)) = t−1(d t) of Ω
1

Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

), which corresponds to a
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section uv of the pullback of u−R to Mtor
H,Σ,R under the (extended) Kodaira–Spencer

isomorphism (4.4).
By Proposition 6.8, the evaluation of the extended Gauss–Manin connection ∇

at uv is defined étale locally by w⊗x 7→ w⊗(t(∂x/∂t)) + (uv(w))⊗x, for each
w ∈ W and each local section x of OMtor

H,Σ,R
. By reduction modulo t, this induces

the residue map w⊗ x̄ 7→ uv(w)⊗ x̄, which is nilpotent because uv is a section
of the pullback of the nilpotent Lie algebra u−R. (In particular, if (u−R)i0(W ) = 0
for some i0 ≥ 0, then the i0-th power of the residue map of Ecan

G1,R
(W ) along each

irreducible component of the boundary divisor is also zero.) �

Remark 6.12. For readers familiar with the constructions of both [2] and [39], we
point out that we do not need the full Lie algebra u−R in the proof of Proposition 6.11:
(We shall use the notations of [39] freely in the remainder of this remark.) According
to [39, Prop. 6.2.5.18], along a codimension-one boundary stratum labeled by the
class of some (ΦH, δH, σ) (with σ ⊂ P+

ΦH
a cone of dimension one in ΣΦH), we only

need a Lie subalgebra of u−R isomorphic to S∨ΦH ⊗Z
R1. (This is consistent with the

proof of Proposition 6.1: By [37, Cor. 3.6.10], when R1 = C, the comparison in
the second paragraph of Section 6.1 using [37, Thm. 4.6.1] matches S∨ΦH ⊗Z

C with

the Lie algebra of the center of the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup of
G⊗

Z
C mentioned in the proof of Proposition 6.1. However, this “consistency” is by

no means tautological, because it involves objects of completely disparate natures.)

7. Vanishing with automorphic coefficients

Let R be an R1-algebra. We have defined the subset WM1 of the Weyl group
in [42, Def. 2.29], and the sets of p-small weights X+,<p

G1
and X+,<p

M1
in [42, Def.

2.29]. Let w, µ, and ν be elements of these three sets, respectively. Then we
define as in [42, §2.6 and §6.3] the objects Wν,R, W∨ν,R, Ww·[µ],R, and W∨w·[µ],R

in RepR(G1), which give rise to the automorphic bundles W ν,R, W∨ν,R, Ww·[µ],R,

and W∨w·[µ],R over MH,R. Their canonical and subcanonical extensions will be
denoted with superscripts “can” and “sub”, respectively. By the functoriality of
the constructions, these sheaves satisfy obvious compatibilities with each other.

7.1. Automorphic line bundles and positivity. Recall (see [42, Def. 7.1]) that

we say an element ν in X+,<p
M1

is a generalized parallel weight if Wν is a rank one
free R1-module, and we say ν is positive if W ν is ample over MH,Σ,1. (Note that

this does not imply the ampleness of either W can
ν or W sub

ν , except in very special
cases.)

Lemma 7.1 (cf. [42, Lem. 7.9]). The line bundle ω over Mtor
H,Σ,1 is isomorphic to

W can
νω

for the generalized parallel weight νω with coefficients (kω,τ )τ∈Υ satisfying
kω,τ = rkR1

(Vτ ).

Proof. This is because ω = ∧top Lie∨Aext/Mtor
H

by definition, and because

Lie∨Aext/Mtor
H,Σ,1

∼= Lie∨(Aext)∨/Mtor
H,Σ,1

∼= Ecan
M1,R

(L∨0,1) as vector bundles over Mtor
Σ,H

(ignoring Tate twists). (See Section 4.2, [38, §6B], and [42, Ex. 1.22].) �

Proposition 7.2 (Correction of the original published version; cf. [42, Prop. 7.10;
see also the errata]). The canonical extension W can

ν defines a torsion element in
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the Picard group of Mtor
H,Σ,1 if its coefficients satisfy the condition that (kτ )τ∈Υ of ν

satisfy kτ + kτ◦c = 0.

Proof. The proof of [42, Prop. 7.10 in the errata] works here as well, with the
automorphic bundles replaced with their canonical extensions. �

Corollary 7.3. If (O, ?, L, 〈 · , · 〉, h0) is Q-simple (as in [42, Def. 7.11]; i.e., Υ =
HomZ-alg.(OF , R1) has a single equivalence class under ∼Q as in [42, Def. 7.12]),

and if ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

is parallel (see [42, Def. 7.14]) with coefficients (kτ )τ∈Υ satisfying
[k]τ = kτ + kτ◦c > 0 for all τ ∈ Υ, then W can

ν satisfies the following condition:

(7.4) ∃ r0 > 0 such that (W can
ν )⊗ r(−D′) is ample for every r ≥ r0,

where D′ is the divisor D′ on Mtor
H in (5) of Proposition 4.2.

Proof. Under the assumptions, a positive tensor power of W can
ν is isomorphic to a

positive tensor power of ω by Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 7.2. Then the desired
condition (7.4) follows from (4.5). �

The rest of this subsection will be devoted to proving an analogue of Corollary
7.3 when (O, ?, L, 〈 · , · 〉, h0) is not necessarily Q-simple. Readers interested only
in the Q-simple case can skip the rest of this subsection.

Over MH, as in [42, Prop. 7.15], we argued by decomposing F into Q-simple
factors, by decomposing (O, ?, L, 〈 · , · 〉, h0) accordingly, and by replacing H with
a finite index subgroup (which results in passing to a finite cover of MH, which
does not affect ampleness of line bundles), such that there exists a finite morphism
from MH,0 to a product of (base changes from possibly smaller rings of) analogous
moduli problems defined by Q-simple data. A natural question is whether similar
statements hold for the toroidal or minimal compactifications.

Let us denote by Υ/∼Q the set of equivalence classes [τ ]Q modulo the relation
∼Q. Then the following is self-explanatory (which spells out what we have already
used in the proof of [42, Prop. 7.15]):

Lemma 7.5. Suppose a finite index suborder of O decomposes into a product∏
[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q

O[τ ]Q of orders in simple algebras over Q (stable under ?). Let 1[τ ]Q be

the identity element of O[τ ]Q , defining canonically an idempotent element of O. By
replacing H with a finite index subgroup, we may assume that the assignment

(7.6) (A, λ, i, αH) 7→
(
(A[τ ]Q , λ[τ ]Q , i[τ ]Q , αH,[τ ]Q)

)
[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q

,

where A[τ ]Q := 1[τ ]Q(A) (the image of the endomorphism i(1[τ ]Q) of A), and λ[τ ]Q ,
i[τ ]Q , αH,[τ ]Q are defined by restrictions (which are well defined thanks to the Rosati
condition of i), defines a quasi-finite morphism

(7.7) MH −→
∏

[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q

MH[τ]Q
,

where each MH[τ]Q
is the pullback (from a ring possibly smaller than OF0

) of a

moduli problem defined by some simple linear algebraic datum.

Proposition 7.8. Keep the setting of Lemma 7.5. For any given cone decompo-
sitions {Σ[τ ]Q}[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q , up to replacing Σ with a refinement if necessary, we may
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assume that there exists a proper morphism

(7.9) Mtor
H,Σ −→ (Mtor)′ :=

∏
[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q

Mtor
H[τ]Q ,Σ[τ]Q

compatible with (7.7) (and compatible among each other for different choices of cone
decompositions).

Proof. For any given {Σ[τ ]Q}[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q , the decomposition of our linear algebraic
data into simple factors allows us to make sense of the fiber product

∏
[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q

Σ[τ ]Q

in the obvious way. Then we can take Σ to be any refinement of this fiber product.
Since the assignment (7.6) makes sense if we apply it to the data (Aext, λext, iext)
in (1) of Proposition 4.2, the extension property in the last statement of [39, Thm.
6.4.1.1], or rather the universal property of toroidal compactifications among de-
generations over noetherian normal base schemes of a particular pattern controlled
by the cone decompositions, asserts the (unique) existence of the morphism (7.9),
which is proper because Mtor

H,Σ is proper over S0. Since this morphism is defined by
the universal property, it is compatible with similar morphisms defined by different
choices of cone decompositions. (Since we allow replacements of H with finite index
subgroups, we need to allow replacement of Σ with refinements due to the necessity
in checking running technical assumptions on Σ, such as smoothness.) �

Proposition 7.10. With the setting of Lemma 7.5 and Proposition 7.8, there is a
finite morphism

(7.11) Mmin
H −→ (Mmin)′ :=

∏
[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q

Mmin
H[τ]Q

extending (7.7) and compatible with (7.9) (with any cone decompositions).

Proof. By (4) of Proposition 4.2, Mmin
H
∼= Proj

(
⊕
r≥0

Γ(Mtor
H,Σ, ω

⊗ r)
)

. Similarly, if

we denote by ω[τ ]Q the corresponding line bundle over Mtor
H[τ]Q ,Σ[τ]Q

, then Mmin
H[τ]Q

∼=

Proj
(
⊕
r≥0

Γ(Mtor
H[τ]Q ,Σ[τ]Q

, ω
⊗ r[τ]Q
[τ ]Q

)
)

. Since ω is naturally isomorphic to the pullback

of

ω′ := ⊗
[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q

(
(Mtor)′ −→ Mtor

H[τ]Q ,Σ[τ]Q

)∗
ω[τ ]Q

under (7.9), we have a canonical morphism

Proj
(
⊕
r≥0

Γ(Mtor
H,Σ, ω

⊗ r)
)
−→ Proj

(
⊕
r≥0

Γ
(
(Mtor)′, (ω′)⊗ r

))
∼=

∏
[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q

Proj
(
⊕
r≥0

Γ(Mtor
H[τ]Q ,Σ[τ]Q

, ω
⊗ r[τ]Q
[τ ]Q

)
)(7.12)

realizing the morphism (7.11). By [39, Prop. 7.2.2.3], with Z = (Mtor)′, M = ω′,
and E = O(Mtor)′ , and with F being the (coherent) pushforward of OMtor

H,Σ
under the

proper morphism (7.9), we see that (7.12) and hence (7.11) are finite. �

Proposition 7.13. Suppose ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

is a generalized parallel weight with coeffi-
cients (kτ )τ∈Υ. If ν is parallel (see [42, Def. 7.14]) in the sense that [k]τ = kτ+kτ◦c
depends only on the equivalence class of τ in Υ/∼Q, then a nonzero tensor power
of W can

ν descends to Mmin
H,1. If moreover ν is positive in the sense that [k]τ > 0
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for every τ ∈ Υ (cf. [42, Def. 7.1 and Prop. 7.15]), then a positive tensor power of
W can

ν descends to an ample line bundle over Mmin
H,1.

Proof. Let us retain the notation in the proof of Proposition 7.10. By Lemma 7.1
and Proposition 7.2, there exists some even integer r > 0 such that (W can

ν )⊗ r

is isomorphic to the pullback (under the composition of the canonical morphism
Mtor
H,Σ,1 −→ Mtor

H,Σ and (7.9)) of the line bundle

⊗
[τ ]Q∈Υ/∼Q

(
(Mtor)′ −→ Mtor

H[τ]Q ,Σ[τ]Q

)∗
ω
⊗ r[τ]Q
[τ ]Q

for some integers r[τ ]Q . By (4) of Proposition 4.2, this line bundle descends to a

line bundle ω′′ over (Mmin)′ because each ω[τ ]Q does, and the pullback ω′′′ of this

descended line bundle to Mmin
H,1 (under the composition of the canonical morphism

Mmin
H,1 −→ Mmin

H and (7.11)) gives a descended form of (W can
ν )⊗ r, because (7.9) and

(7.11) are compatible by Proposition 7.10. If ν is positive, then we may assume
that r[τ ]Q > 0 for every [τ ]Q. Then ω′′ is ample over (Mmin)′ because the descended

form of each ω[τ ]Q is ample, and ω′′′ is ample over Mmin
H,1 because (7.11) is finite, by

Proposition 7.10 again. �

Now we can generalize Corollary 7.3 into:

Corollary 7.14. If ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

is a positive parallel weight, then the line bundle

W can
ν over Mtor

H,Σ,1 satisfies the following analogue of (4.5):

(7.15) ∃ r0 > 0 such that (W can
ν )⊗ r(−D′) is ample for every r ≥ r0,

where D′ is (by abuse of notation) the pullback of the divisor D′ on Mtor
H in (5) of

Proposition 4.2. In particular, W can
ν satisfies the condition (3.25) in Theorem 3.24.

Proof. This is a combination of the second half of Proposition 7.13 with (5) of
Proposition 4.2. �

7.2. Log integrality.

Proposition 7.16. Let m ≥ 0 be an integer. Up to replacing Σ with a refinement
(see [39, Def. 6.4.2.2]; cf. Proposition 5.6), there exists an element κ ∈ Km,H,Σ
such that the structural morphism f tor

m,κ : Ntor
m,κ −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1 is not only proper and

log smooth, but also log integral (see [28, Def. 4.3]). (Then f tor
m,κ is flat by [28, Cor.

4.5].)
More precisely, f tor

m,κ is étale locally a morphism between toric schemes (equivari-
ant under a morphism between tori) such that under the induced map between the
R-spans of cocharacter groups, the image of each cone in the cone decomposition
used in the source is equal to (rather than just contained in) some cone in the cone
decomposition used in the target.

Proof. These follow from [38, Prop. 3.18 and 3.19], where the second pagraph fol-
lows from the explicit construction there (cf. also [18, Ch. VI, §§1–2]). �

Remark 7.17. For a fixed Σ, it is not known if there always exists a κ ∈ Km,H,Σ
such that the structural morphism f tor

m,κ : Ntor
m,κ −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1 is log integral. Even

if we only require equidimensionality (allowing other constructions, not necessarily
given by [18, Ch. VI, §§1–2] or [38, §3]), it is still not known in general (even in
the Siegel case) if there exist such equidimensional compactifying families without
refining Σ (cf. [18, Ch. VI, Rem. 1.4] and [61, pp. 26–27]).
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7.3. Restatement of vanishing. For simplicity, let us replace R1 with its p-adic
completion in this section, so that R1 = W (k1).

Lemma 7.18. Let m ≥ 0 be any integer. For each Σ and each κ ∈ Km,H,Σ
such that the structural morphism f tor

m,κ : Ntor
m,κ −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1 is log integral as in

Proposition 7.16, the relative cohomology H•m,κ satisfies Assumption 1.4.

Proof. Let d̃ be the relative dimension of f tor
m,κ. By [38, Thm. 2.15], H•m,κ satis-

fies Assumption 1.4(1). Hence it remains to show that H•m,κ satisfies Assumption
1.4(2). Let us verify the conditions in Proposition 1.7: The condition (1) there is
true by Proposition 1.13. On the other hand, by [38, Thm. 2.15] again, the canonical

cup product pairing H•m,κ×H
2d̃−•
m,κ −→ H2d̃

m,κ can be identified with the canonical

pairing ∧• H1
m,κ×∧2d̃−• H1

m,κ −→ ∧2d̃ H1
m,κ, which is a perfect duality because

H1
m,κ is locally free of rank 2d̃. This verifies the condition (2) in Proposition 1.7,

as desired. �

Remark 7.19. According to [38, §5], there is a “log polarization”

Lie⊕m
Aext/Mtor

H,Σ,1

∼= (f tor
m,κ)∗(DerNtor

m,κ/M
tor
H,Σ,1

)

∼−→ R1f tor
∗ (ONtor) ∼= Lie⊕m

(Aext)∨/Mtor
H,Σ,1

(7.20)

whose restriction to MH,1 is the differential of a separable polariza-
tion of the abelian scheme Nm −→ MH,1. Then (by [38, Thm. 2.15])
the determinant of (7.20) defines an OMtor

H,Σ,1
-module generator δ of

HomOMtor
H,Σ,1

(∧d̃ Lie⊕m
Aext/Mtor

H,Σ,1
,∧d̃ Lie⊕m

(Aext)∨/Mtor
H,Σ,1

) ∼= Rd̃(f tor
m,κ)∗(Ω

d̃

Ntor
m,κ/M

tor
H,Σ,1

) ∼=

H2d̃
log-dR(Ntor

m,κ/M
tor
H,Σ,1) = H2d̃

m,κ. Since Mtor
H,Σ,1 −→ S1 is proper, δ is up to

multiplication by a unit in R1 = W (k1) the canonical generator γ defined at the
end of the proof of Proposition 1.13. Since δ|MH,1 is nothing but the determinant
of a differential of a separable polarization of an abelian scheme, this gives an
alternative proof of (1) in Proposition 1.7, without resorting to Grothendieck
duality and the trace map.

Proposition 7.21 (cf. [42, Cor. 6.2]). Suppose that µ ∈ X+,<Wp
G1

with n := |µ|L,
and that max(2, rτ ) < p whenever τ = τ ◦c. Recall that d = dimS1

(MH,1). (See [42,

Def. 3.9].) Suppose moreover that |µ|re = d+ n < p. Let ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

be a positive
parallel weight. Then we have:

(1) Hi(Mtor
H,Σ,k1

,W can
−ν,k1

⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

GrF((V
∨
[µ],k1

)can ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,k1

/Sk1
)) = 0

for every i < d.

(2) Hi(Mtor
H,Σ,k1

,W sub
ν,k1

⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

GrF((V
∨
[µ],k1

)can ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,k1

/Sk1
)) = 0 for

every i > d.

Proof. We apply Theorem 3.24. Let us verify the conditions:

(a) By Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.7, we are free to refine Σ, and to take any
κ ∈ Kn,H,Σ.

(b) By Proposition 7.16, up to replacing Σ with a refinement, there exists
κ ∈ Kn,H,Σ such that the structural morphism f tor

n,κ : Ntor
n,κ −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1 is
proper, log smooth, and log integral.
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(c) By Lemma 7.18, the relative cohomology H•n,κ satisfies Assumption 1.4.
(d) Corollary 7.14 verifies the condition (3.25) for the line bundle W can

ν,k1
, and

the liftability properties are satisfied by our compactifications over S1.
(e) Finally, the nilpotence of residue maps has been established in Section 6.

Thus Theorem 3.24 applies and yields:

(1) Hi(Mtor
H,Σ,k1

,W can
−ν,k1

⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

GrF(H
n
n,κ,k1

⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,k1

/Sk1
)) = 0 for

every i < d. (By Lemma 4.14, the line bundle W can
−ν,k1

is dual to W can
ν,k1

.)

(2) Hi(Mtor
H,Σ,k1

,W sub
ν,k1

⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

GrF(H
n
n,κ,k1

⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,k1

/Sk1
)) = 0 for ev-

ery i > d. (By definition, W sub
ν,k1

= W can
ν,k1

(−D); see Definition 4.12.)

Then the proposition follows because, by realizing H•n,H,Σ,k1
as H•n,κ,k1

, Proposition

5.8 implies that GrF((V
∨
[µ],k1

)can ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,k1

/Sk1
) is a horizontal summand of

GrF(H
n
n,κ,k1

⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,k1

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,k1

/Sk1
). �

7.4. Reformulations using dual BGG complexes. For each integer a ≥ 0, we
denote by WM1(a) the set of elements w in WM1 of length l(w) = a.

Theorem 7.22 (Faltings; cf. [15, §3 and §7], [18, Ch. VI, §5], and [48, §5]).

Let R be any R1-algebra. For each µ ∈ X+,<p
G1

, there is an F-filtered complex

BGG•((V ∨[µ],R)can), with trivial differentials on the F-graded pieces, such that

GrF(BGGa((V ∨[µ],R)can)) ∼= ⊕
w∈WM1 (a)

(W∨w·[µ],R)can

as OMtor
H,R

-modules, together with a canonical quasi-isomorphic embedding

GrF(BGG•((V ∨[µ],R)can)) ↪→ GrF((V
∨
[µ],R)can ⊗

OMtor
H,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,R/SR

)

in the category of complexes of OMtor
H,R

-modules, realizing the left-hand side as a

summand of the right-hand side. The same is true if we replace (V ∨[µ],R)can (resp.

(W∨w·[µ],R)can) with (V ∨[µ],R)sub (resp. (W∨w·[µ],R)sub).

As remarked after [42, Thm. 6.4], if G1 has no type D factors, then this is well
known. The same method as the one in [18, Ch. VI, §5] and [48, §5], using [54, Thm.
D] as the main representation-theoretic input, carries over with little modification.
The cases involving type D factors are no more difficult, since the method involves
only the (compatible) actions of P1 and Lie(G1) (cf. Lemma 4.21), and if one uses
a simple variant of [54, Thm. A] instead of [54, Thm. D], the method also works
when G1 has type D factors. (For more detail, see [40].)

Corollary 7.23 (cf. [42, Cor. 6.5]). For each µ ∈ X+,<p
G1

and each R1-algebra R,
and for ? = can or sub, we have a canonical isomorphism

Hi(Mtor
H,Σ,R,GrF((V

∨
[µ],R)? ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

))

∼= ⊕
w∈WM1

Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,R, (W

∨
w·[µ],R)?).

Combining Proposition 7.21 and Theorem 7.22, we obtain:
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Corollary 7.24 (cf. [42, Cor. 7.4]). Suppose that µ ∈ X+,<rep
G1

, and that

max(2, rτ ) < p whenever τ = τ ◦ c. If w ∈ WM1 and ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

is a positive
parallel weight, then:

(1) Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,k1

, (W∨w·[µ]+ν,k1
)can) = 0 for every i < d.

(2) Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,k1

, (W∨w·[µ]−ν,k1
)sub) = 0 for every i > d.

Changing our perspective a little bit:

Corollary 7.25 (cf. [42, Cor. 7.5]). Suppose that µ ∈ X+,<Wp
G1

, w ∈WM1 , and that
max(2, rτ ) < p whenever τ = τ ◦ c. Suppose that, for each µ′ ∈ [µ], there exist

positive parallel weights ν+, ν− ∈ X+,<p
M1

such that the condition µ′ ± w−1(ν±) ∈
X+,<rep

G1
is satisfied. (The choices of ν± may depend on µ′.) Then:

(1) Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,k1

, (W∨w·[µ],k1
)can) = 0 for every i < d.

(2) Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,k1

, (W∨w·[µ],k1
)sub) = 0 for every i > d.

Definition 7.26. Let µ ∈ X+,<Wp
G1

and let R be an R1-algebra. We define

the de Rham cohomology Hi
dR(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) (resp. the de Rham

cohomology with compact support Hi
dR,c(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)) as the i-th

hypercohomology of Mtor
H,Σ,R with coefficients in the log de Rham complex

((V ∨[µ],R)can ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

,∇) (resp. with coefficients in the complex

((V ∨[µ],R)sub ⊗
OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

,∇)).

Then we define the interior de Rham cohomology as

Hi
dR,int(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

:= image(Hi
dR,c(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

can.−→ Hi
dR(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)).

We define the various Hodge cohomology groups similarly:

Hi
Hodge(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

:= Hi(Mtor
H,Σ,R,GrF((V

∨
[µ],R)can ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

))

∼= ⊕
w∈WMR

Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,R, (W

∨
w·[µ],R)can),

(7.27)

Hi
Hodge,c(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

:= Hi(Mtor
H,Σ,R,GrF((V

∨
[µ],R)sub ⊗

OMtor
H,Σ,R

Ω
•
Mtor
H,Σ,R/SR

))

∼= ⊕
w∈WMR

Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,R, (W

∨
w·[µ],R)sub)

(7.28)

and

Hi
Hodge,int(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

:= image(Hi
Hodge,c(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

can.−→ Hi
Hodge(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R))

∼= ⊕
w∈WMR

H
i−l(w)
int (Mtor

H,Σ,R, (W
∨
w·[µ],R)can),

(7.29)

where H
i−l(w)
int (MH,R, (W

∨
w·[µ],R)can) is defined as

image(Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,R, (W

∨
w·[µ],R)sub)

can.−→ Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,R, (W

∨
w·[µ],R)can)).
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By Lemma 5.7, these groups are canonically independent of the choice of Σ.

Remark 7.30. These definitions involve a somewhat serious abuse of notation: For
one, by Hi

dR we do not mean the hypercohomology of MH,R with coefficients in
the de Rham complex attached to V ∨[µ],R. The last group coincides with the one
in our definition when R is a Q-algebra, but when R = k1, it is in general infinite
dimensional over k1. Also, for want of the embedded resolution of singularities in
characteristic p > 0, we do not know whether every non-toroidal smooth compact-
ification of MH,k1

/Sk1
with a simple normal crossings divisor as boundary would

yield cohomology groups isomorphic to the ones in our definition, even for the
trivial coefficient (OMtor

H,Σ,k1
,d).

Remark 7.31. The notion of interior cohomology (“innere Kohomologie” in Ger-
man) was first defined by Harder in [20, p. 41] as the image of the cohomology with
compact support in the ordinary cohomology (which makes sense for all reasonable
cohomology theories). We learned this notion (in English) from [23].

By construction, we have (for each R1-algebra R) the Hodge spectral sequences

(7.32) Ea,b1 := GraF(Hi
Hodge(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R))⇒ Ha+b

dR (MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R)

and

(7.33) Ea,b1 := GraF(Hi
Hodge,c(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R))⇒ Ha+b

dR,c(MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R)

associated with the hypercohomology of filtered complexes.
Combining Corollaries 7.23 and 7.25, we obtain:

Theorem 7.34 (cf. [42, Thm. 7.6]). Suppose that µ ∈ X+,<Wp
G1

, and that

max(2, rτ ) < p whenever τ = τ ◦ c. Also suppose that, for each w ∈WM1 and each

µ′ ∈ [µ], there exist positive parallel weights ν+, ν− ∈ X+,<p
M1

such that the condition

µ′ ± w−1(ν±) ∈ X+,<rep
G1

is satisfied. Then, for ? = Hodge or dR, we have:

(1) Hi
?(MH,k1/Sk1 , V

∨
[µ],k1

) = 0 for every i < d.

(2) Hi
?,c(MH,k1

/Sk1
, V ∨[µ],k1

) = 0 for every i > d.

(3) Hi
?,int(MH,k1

/Sk1
, V ∨[µ],k1

) = 0 for every i 6= d.

Proof. When ? = Hodge, (1) and (2) follow from Corollaries 7.23 and 7.25. Then
the case when ? = dR follows from the spectral sequences (7.32) and (7.33) with
R = k1. Finally, (3) is true because, when i 6= d, either the source or the target of

Hi
?,c(MH,k1

/Sk1
, V ∨[µ],k1

)
can.−→ Hi

?(MH,k1
/Sk1

, V ∨[µ],k1
) is zero. �

Note that all the conditions on µ and p in Theorem 7.34 are the same as in the
compact case. We shall make use of the definitions and arguments in [42, §7.3]
without further remarks.

8. Main results: part I

8.1. Main results for (log) de Rham and Hodge cohomology. For the sake
of clarity, we emphasize that the cohomology groups used in this section are those
defined in Definition 7.26, and as such may not coincide with the usual definition
(see Remark 7.30).

Theorem 8.1 (cf. [42, Thm. 8.1]). Suppose that µ ∈ X++,<p
G1

satisfies |µ|re,+ < p.
(See [42, Def. 7.18 and (7.22)].) Then, for ? = Hodge or dR, we have:
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(1) Hi
?(MH,k1

/Sk1
, V ∨[µ],k1

) = 0 for every i < d.

(2) Hi
?,c(MH,k1/Sk1 , V

∨
[µ],k1

) = 0 for every i > d.

(3) Hi
?,int(MH,k1

/Sk1
, V ∨[µ],k1

) = 0 for every i 6= d.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 7.34, and [42, Prop. 7.21 and Lem. 7.24]. �

Theorem 8.2 (cf. [42, Thm. 8.2]). Keep the assumptions of Theorem 8.1, and let
R be any R1-algebra. Then the Hodge cohomology groups in Definition 7.26 satisfy:

(1) Hi
Hodge(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) = 0 for every i < d. Moreover, (when i = d) if

R is flat over R1, then each summand Hd−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,R, (W

∨
w·[µ],R)can) in

(7.27) is a free R-module of finite rank.
(2) Hi

Hodge,c(MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R) = 0 for every i > d. Moreover, (when i =

d) each summand Hd−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,R, (W

∨
w·[µ],R)sub) in (7.28) surjects onto

Hd−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,kR , (W

∨
w·[µ],kR

)sub), where kR := R ⊗
R1

k1, under the canoni-

cal morphism induced by the reduction-modulo-p homomorphism R1 −→ k1.
(3) Hi

Hodge,int(MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R) = 0 for i 6= d. Moreover, (when i = d) each

summand H
d−l(w)
int (Mtor

H,Σ,R, (W
∨
w·[µ],R)can) of Hd

Hodge,int(MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R)

in (7.29) surjects onto H
d−l(w)
int (Mtor

H,Σ,kR , (W
∨
w·[µ],kR

)can). If R is flat over

R1, then H
d−l(w)
int (Mtor

H,Σ,R, (W
∨
w·[µ],R)can) is a free R-module of finite rank.

Consequently, the spectral sequences (7.32) and (7.33) induce, respectively, an in-
jection

(8.3) GrF(H
d
dR(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)) ↪→ Hd

Hodge(MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R)

and a surjection

(8.4) Hd
Hodge,c(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) � GrF(H

d
dR,c(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)).

Proof. As a preparation, let us explain the base change for both the Hodge and de
Rham cohomology. By [19, III, 6.2.2], the hypercohomology groups in Definition
7.26 (with R = R1 there) can be calculated by the Čech complex defined by a finite
affine open covering of Mtor

H,Σ,1 (for any Σ satisfying the running assumptions).

(As remarked in [31, p. 206], this is valid even when the differentials are only
OS1

-linear.) Since Mtor
H,Σ,1 is proper and flat over S1 = Spec(R1), essentially the

same proof as that of [49, §5, Thm.] (see also [5, III, 3.7 and 3.7.1]) shows that there
exist bounded complexes whose components are free R1-modules of finite type (i.e.,
strictly perfect complexes) LHodge, LdR, LHodge,c, LdR,c that universally calculate
the corresponding cohomology groups in the following sense: For each R1-module
E, each integer i, ?1 = Hodge or dR, and ?2 = ∅ or c, we have

(8.5) H i(L?1,?2 ⊗
R1

E) ∼= Hi
?1,?2

(MH,1/S1, V
∨
[µ] ⊗

R1

E),

where H i denotes the i-th cohomology module of the complex of R1-modules
(note that the tensor product on the left-hand side is also the derived tensor
product), and where (by abuse of notation) Hi

?1,?2
(MH,1/S1, V

∨
[µ] ⊗

R1

E) is defined

using canonical or subcanonical extensions of V ∨[µ] over Mtor
H,Σ,1 as in Definition

7.26. In particular, H i(L?1,?2
) ∼= Hi

?1,?2
(MH,1/S1, V

∨
[µ]), and H i(L?1,?2

⊗
R1

R) ∼=
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Hi
?1,?2

(MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R) for every R1-algebra R. Consequently, since R1 is a dis-

crete valuation ring, we obtain (the “universal coefficient theorem”):
(8.6)

0 −→H i(L?1,?2
) ⊗
R1

E −→H i(L?1,?2
⊗
R1

E) −→ TorR1
1 (H i+1(L?1,?2

), E) −→ 0.

Now let us turn to the proof of the theorem. Until the end of this proof, we will
always take ?1 = Hodge. We begin with the case R = R1. Applying (8.6) with
E = k1, we obtain, as a consequence, the usual upper semicontinuity of dimensions
of cohomology (cf. [49, §5, Cor. (a)]). Combining this with Theorem 8.1, we obtain
Hi

Hodge(MH,1/S1, V
∨
[µ]) = 0 for every i < d and Hi

Hodge,c(MH,1/S1, V
∨
[µ]) = 0 for

every i > d. The same holds for each summand of these modules in (7.27) and
(7.28). Hence the cohomology long exact sequence attached to the canonical short

exact sequence 0 −→ (W∨w·[µ])
can [p]−→ (W∨w·[µ])

can −→ (W∨w·[µ],k1
)can −→ 0 shows

that each summand Hd−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,1, (W

∨
w·[µ])

can) in (7.27) is p-torsion-free, and
hence free as an R1-module, because R1 is a discrete valuation ring whose maximal
ideal is generated by p. This shows (1). A similar long exact sequence, using the

subcanonical extension this time, shows (2). Since H
i−l(w)
int (Mtor

H,Σ,1, (W
∨
w·[µ])

can)

is at the same time a submodule of Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,1, (W

∨
w·[µ])

can) and a quotient

module of Hi−l(w)(Mtor
H,Σ,1, (W

∨
w·[µ])

sub), (3) follows from (1) and (2).

If R is flat over R1, then (8.6) (with E = R) shows that all the cohomology
groups over R in the statements are obtained by taking the tensor product of
the corresponding cohomology groups over R1 with R (over R1). Therefore, each
statement we have proved over R1 remains valid over R, since the extension of
scalars by a flat algebra preserves both the freeness (and the rank) of a module and
the exactness of sequences (in particular, injectivity and surjectivity of a morphism).
Note also that the Hodge filtration and the associated graded functor in (8.3) and
(8.4) are compatible with the same extension of scalars.

Finally, consider a general R, not necessarily flat over R1. To prove (1), we use
(8.6) with E = R, the vanishing Hi

Hodge(MH,1/S1, V
∨
[µ]) for every i < d, and the

freeness of Hd
Hodge(MH,1/S1, V

∨
[µ]) = 0 over R1. To prove the vanishing statement

in (2), we use (8.6) with E = R, and the vanishing Hi
Hodge,c(MH,1/S1, V

∨
[µ]) = 0

for every i > d. To prove the surjectivity statement in (2), we take the co-
homology long exact sequence attached to the canonical short exact sequence
0 −→ p((W∨w·[µ])

can) −→ (W∨w·[µ])
can −→ (W∨w·[µ],k1

)can −→ 0, and use (8.6) with

E = pR and the vanishing Hi
Hodge,c(MH,1/S1, V

∨
[µ]) = 0 for every i > d. Then (3)

follows from (1) and (2), as usual. �

Corollary 8.7 (cf. [42, Cor. 8.3]). With the assumptions of Theorem 8.1, the
following are true for every R1-algebra R:

(1) Hi
dR(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) = 0 for every i < d.

(2) Hi
dR,c(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) = 0 for every i > d.

(3) If R is flat over R1, then Hd
dR(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) is a free R-module of finite

rank.
(4) The morphism Hd

dR,c(MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R) −→ Hd

dR,c(MH,kR/SkR , V
∨
[µ],kR

) in-
duced by the canonical morphism R −→ kR = R ⊗

R1

k1 is a surjection. In
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other words, every element of Hd
dR,c(MH,kR/SkR , V

∨
[µ],kR

) is the reduction

modulo p of some element of Hd
dR,c(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R).

Proof. The spectral sequences (7.32) and (7.33) have the Hodge cohomology groups
in Theorem 8.2 as their E1 terms and abut to the de Rham cohomology groups in
(1) and (2), respectively. Thus, the vanishing of the latter groups follows from
Theorem 8.2.

The following argument also proves these, as well as the rest of the corollary.
Let us begin with the case R = R1 (and kR = k1). Since all the terms in the
long exact sequence associated with the tensor product of the de Rham complex of

(V ∨[µ])
can with the canonical short exact sequence 0 −→ R1

[p]−→ R1 −→ k1 −→ 0 are

finitely generated R1-modules, and since Hi
dR(MH,k1

/Sk1
, V ∨[µ],k1

) = 0 for all i < d

by Theorem 8.1, we obtain (1) and (3) by Nakayama’s lemma. A similar argument
for the de Rham complex of (V ∨[µ])

sub, using Hi
dR,c(MH,k1/Sk1 , V

∨
[µ],k1

) = 0 for all

i > d by Theorem 8.1, shows (2) and (4). For a general R, we proceed as in the
proof of Theorem 8.2, using (8.6) with ?1 = dR. �

Corollary 8.8 (cf. [42, Cor. 8.3]). With the assumptions of Theorem 8.1, the
following are true for every R1-algebra R (with kR = R ⊗

R1

k1):

(1) Hi
dR,int(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) = 0 for every i 6= d.

(2) If R is flat over R1, then Hd
dR,int(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) is a free R-module of

finite rank.
(3) The morphism Hd

dR,int(MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R) −→ Hd

dR,int(MH,kR/SkR , V
∨
[µ],kR

)
induced by the canonical morphism R −→ kR = R ⊗

R1

k1 is surjective. In

other words, every element of Hd
dR,int(MH,kR/SkR , V

∨
[µ],kR

) is the reduction

modulo p of some element in Hd
dR,int(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R).

Proof. Since Hi
dR,int(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) is at the same time a submodule of

Hi
dR(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R) and a quotient module of Hi

dR,c(MH,R/SR, V
∨
[µ],R), the

statement (1) follows from (1) and (2) of Corollary 8.7, and the statement (3)
follows from (4) of Corollary 8.7. As for (2), since R is flat over R1 in this
case, we may assume that R = R1, because taking images of morphisms of
R1-modules is also compatible with the flat base change from R1 to R. Since
Hd

dR,int(MH,1/S1, V
∨
[µ]) is by definition a submodule of Hd

dR(MH,1/S1, V
∨
[µ]), (2)

follows from (3) of Corollary 8.7, because all submodules of a p-torsion-free module
are p-torsion-free. �

Remark 8.9. We do not claim (even when R is flat over R1) that the natural
sequence

0 −→ Hd
dR,int(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

[p]−→ Hd
dR,int(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

−→ Hd
dR,int(MH,kR/SkR , V

∨
[µ],kR

) −→ 0

is exact (in the middle).

8.2. Main results for cohomological automorphic forms. Let w0 be the
unique Weyl element in WM1 such that w0Φ+

M1
= Φ−M1

and Wν
∼= W∨−w0(ν) for

all ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

. As in [42, Def. 8.4], we say that a weight ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

is cohomological
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if there exist µ ∈ X+
G1

and µ′ ∈ [µ] such that −w0(ν) = w · µ′ for some w ∈WM1 .
We write in this case that µ′ = µ(ν), [µ] = [µ(ν)], and w = w(ν).

Definition 8.10 (cf. [42, Def. 8.5]). Let ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

. Let R be any R1-algebra.
Consider the following graded modules of R-valued algebraic automorphic forms
of weight ν:

(1) A•ν,can(H;R) := H•(Mtor
H,Σ,R,W

can
ν,R). We call these forms canonical.

(2) A•ν,sub(H;R) := H•(Mtor
H,Σ,R,W

sub
ν,R). We call these forms subcanonical.

(3) A•ν,int(H;R) := H•int(M
tor
H,Σ,R,W

can
ν,R). We call these forms interior.

In all three cases, the choice of Σ is immaterial (cf. Proposition 5.6 with m = 0, or
rather [39, proof of Lem. 7.1.1.5]; and cf. Lemma 5.7).

It is convenient to also introduce, for each R1-module E, the E-valued forms
A•ν,can(H;E) := H•(Mtor

H,Σ,1,W
can
ν ⊗

R1

E), A•ν,sub(H;E) := H•(Mtor
H,Σ,1,W

sub
ν ⊗

R1

E),

and A•ν,int(H;E) := image(A•ν,sub(H;E) −→ A•ν,can(H;E)). (These are compatible

with Definition 8.10 when E = R.)

Remark 8.11. We hasten to add that our terminology (canonical, subcanonical,
and interior) are not standard; there do not seem to be standard names for these
spaces, except when the cohomology degree is 0 or d (thanks to the prototypical
case R = C). In degree 0, forms in A0

ν,can(H;R) can be called holomorphic, while

forms in A0
ν,sub(H;R) can be called cuspidal holomorphic. Since A0

ν,int(H;R) is

canonically isomorphic to A0
ν,sub(H;R), there is no special terminology for its forms.

In degree d, forms in Adν,sub(H;R) can be called anti-holomorphic (thanks to Hodge

theory over C), while forms in Adν,can(H;R) can be called cuspidal anti-holomorphic

(thanks to Serre duality with the case of degree 0). This time Adν,int(H;R) is equal

to Adν,can(H;R) as a submodule. We refrain from calling A•ν,sub(H;R) cuspidal

because this is not justified in degrees higher than 0. In general, A•ν,sub(H;R) is

not a submodule of A•ν,can(H;R).

Proposition 8.12 (cf. [42, Prop. 8.6]). Let R be any R1-algebra. If ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

is

cohomological and satisfies µ(ν) ∈ X++,<p
G1

and |µ(ν)|re,+ < p, then:

(1) A•ν,can(H;R) is (by definition) a summand of H
•+l(w(ν))
Hodge (MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

and vanishes below degree d− l(w(ν)).

(2) A•ν,sub(H;R) is (by definition) a summand of H
•+l(w(ν))
Hodge,c (MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R)

and vanishes above degree d− l(w(ν)).
(3) A•ν,int(H;R) is concentrated in degree d − l(w(ν)), and a summand of

Hd
Hodge,int(MH,R/SR, V

∨
[µ],R).

Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 8.2. �

Theorem 8.13 (cf. [42, Thm. 8.7]). Let R be any R1-module, and let kR := R ⊗
R1

k1.

Suppose that ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

, and that max(2, rτ ) < p whenever τ = τ ◦ c. Then
A•ν,can(H;R) and A•ν,sub(H;R) have the following properties:

(1) If there exists a positive parallel weight ν− such that ν+ν− is cohomological

and µ(ν + ν−) ∈ X+,<rep
G1

, then Aiν,can(H;R) = 0 for every i < d− l(w(ν +
ν−)).
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(2) If there exists a positive parallel weight ν+ such that ν−ν+ is cohomological

and µ(ν − ν+) ∈ X+,<rep
G1

, then Aiν,sub(H;R) = 0 for every i > d− l(w(ν −
ν+)).

(3) For ? = can or sub, if R is flat over R1, and if Ai−1
ν,? (H; k1) = 0 for some

degree i, then Ai−1
ν,? (H;R) = 0 and Aiν,?(H;R) is a free R-module of finite

rank.
(4) For ? = can or sub, if Ai+1

ν,? (H;R1) = 0 = TorR1
1 (Ai+2

ν,? (H;R1), pR)

for some degree i, then Ai+1
ν,? (H; pR) = 0 and the natural morphism

Aiν,?(H;R) −→ Aiν(H; kR) induced by R1 � k1 is surjective; in other

words, every section of Aiν,?(H; kR) is liftable, in the sense that

it is the reduction modulo p of some section in Aiν,?(H;R). (The

condition TorR1
1 (Ai+2

ν,? (H;R1), pR) = 0 holds, for example, when either

Ai+2
ν,? (H;R1) or pR is flat over R1. In particular, by (3), the full condition

Ai+1
ν,? (H;R1) = 0 = TorR1

1 (Ai+2
ν,? (H;R1), pR) holds when Ai+1

ν,? (H; k1) = 0.)

(5) For ? = can or sub, if Ai−1
ν,? (H; k1) = 0 and Ai+1

ν,? (H;R1) = 0 =

TorR1
1 (Ai+2

ν,? (H;R1), pR) for some degree i, then Aiν,?(H;R) is a free
R-module of finite rank, and we have an exact sequence

0 −→ Aiν,?(H; pR) −→ Aiν,?(H;R) −→ Aiν,?(H; kR) −→ 0.

Proof. Let us begin with the case R = R1 (and kR = k1). By upper semicontinuity
of dimensions of cohomology as in the proof of Theorem 8.2, (1) and (2) follow from
reformulating Corollary 7.24. Then (3), (4), and (5) all follow from taking the long

exact sequence induced by the canonical short exact sequence 0 −→ (W ν,R)? [p]−→
(W ν,R)? −→ (W ν,kR

)? −→ 0, as in the proof of Corollary 8.7.
In general, if R is flat over R1, then the same statements hold by flat base change.

Otherwise, the statements (without flatness assumption) follow from an analogue
of the “universal coefficient theorem” in the proof of Theorem 8.2. �

Corollary 8.14 (cf. [42, Thm. 8.7]). Let R be any R1-algebra, and let kR :=

R ⊗
R1

k1. Suppose that ν ∈ X+,<p
M1

, and that max(2, rτ ) < p whenever τ = τ ◦ c.

Then A•ν,int(H;R) has the following properties:

(1) If there exist positive parallel weights ν+ and ν− such that ν−ν+ and ν+ν−
are cohomological and such that µ(ν − ν+) ∈ X+,<rep

G1
and µ(ν + ν−) ∈

X+,<rep
G1

, then Aiν,int(H;R) = 0 for every i 6∈ [d− l(w(ν + ν−)), d− l(w(ν −
ν+))].

(2) If R is flat over R1, and if Ai−1
ν,can(H; k1) = 0 for some degree i, then

Ai−1
ν,int(H;R) = 0 and Aiν,int(H;R) is a free R-module of finite rank.

(3) If Ai+1
ν,sub(H;R1) = 0 = TorR1

1 (Ai+2
ν,sub(H;R1), pR) for some degree i, then

Ai+1
ν,int(H; pR) = 0 and the natural morphism Aiν,int(H;R) −→ Aiν,int(H; kR)

induced by R1 � k1 is surjective; in other words, every section of
Aiν,int(H; kR) is liftable, in the sense that it is the reduction modulo p

of some section in Aiν,int(H;R). (See the parenthetical remark in (4) of

Theorem 8.13.)

Proof. These statements follow from the corresponding statements in Theorem 8.13,
for reasons similar to those in the proof of Corollary 8.8. �
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Remark 8.15. We do not claim that the natural sequence

0 −→ Aiν,int(H;R)
[p]−→ Aiν,int(H;R) −→ Aiν,int(H; kR) −→ 0

is exact.

Remark 8.16. An analogue of Theorem 8.13 for certain automorphic line bundles
over general (not necessarily compact) Shimura varieties can be found in [41]. How-
ever, our treatment of automorphic line bundles here (and in [42, §7]) is more
complete.

Remark 8.17. Theorem 8.13 is sharp for compact Picard modular surfaces. (See
[64], [41, Rem. 4.5], and [42, Rem. 8.10].)

8.3. Comparison with transcendental results. As remarked in the beginning
of [42, §8.4], just as Deligne and Illusie deduced vanishing theorems of Kodaira
type in characteristic zero from the vanishing statements in positive characteristics
(see [12] and [27]), we now obtain purely algebraic proofs of (cruder forms of)
certain vanishing theorems that have, so far, been obtained only via transcendental
methods. (For comparison of our results with transcendental ones in the compact
case, see [42, §8.4].)

As in [42, §8.4], let us write X++,<p
GC

= X++,<p
G1

, and write GC in place of G1. By

[42, Cor. 8.15], it makes sense to write objects BV
∨
[µ],C, V ∨[µ],C, and W∨ν,C for all dom-

inant weights of GC, and we have a canonical isomorphism Hi
B,?(MH,C,BV

∨
[µ],C) ∼=

Hi
dR,?(MH,C, V

∨
[µ],C) for each i and for ? = ∅, c, or int.

Theorem 8.18 (cf. [42, Thm. 8.16]). Suppose µ ∈ X++
GC

. Then the following are
true:

(1) Hi
B(MH,C,BV

∨
[µ],C) = 0 for every i < d.

(2) Hi
B,c(MH,C,BV

∨
[µ],C) = 0 for every i > d.

(3) Hi
B,int(MH,C,BV

∨
[µ],C) = 0 for every i 6= d.

Proof. By [42, Cor. 8.15], we can choose a good prime p so large that µ ∈ X++,<p
GC

and |µ|re,+ < p. Then the results follow from Theorem 8.2. �

Remark 8.19 (cf. [42, Rem. 8.17]). To the best of our knowledge, the first analytic
proofs of Theorem 8.18 (in the general noncompact case) were given by Li and
Schwermer’s work on the Eisenstein cohomology of arithmetic groups (see [44, Cor.
5.6]), and (independently) by Saper’s work on L-modules (see [59, §11, Thm. 5]).
Before them, the important special case of symplectic groups with factors of rank
two was treated using Franke’s method in [66, Appendix A].

Remark 8.20. Both Li and Schwermer’s and Saper’s works apply to arithmetic quo-
tients of Riemannian symmetric spaces without Hermitian structures. In this case,
the first possible degree of non-vanishing is lower than half of the real dimension
of the symmetric space by half of the difference of the real ranks of the semisimple
part and its maximal compact subgroup. (In the Hermitian case, this difference is
zero.) Before [44], Li and Schwermer also wrote a helpful summary [43, §2] on the
vanishing theorems (e.g., that in [68]) known by then.

Remark 8.21. It is worth pointing out that (3) of Theorem 8.18 has a simple tran-
scendental proof in [15, §6, Cor. to Thm. 9], the same work of Faltings we already
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cited in [42, Rem. 8.17]. This is because, in the Hermitian case, the canonical mor-
phism Hi

B,c(MH,C,BV
∨
[µ],C) −→ Hi

B(MH,C,BV
∨
[µ],C) factors through the much better

understood L2 cohomology (see [15, §6, Thm. 9 a)]), and hence the vanishing of
the interior cohomology can be deduced from the vanishing of the L2 cohomology
(see, e.g., [15, §6, Cor. to Thm. 8]), without referring to the much later [44, Cor.
5.6] or [59, §11, Thm. 5]. (In fact, by [60, Cor. 2.3], for regular weights, the interior
cohomology and L2 cohomology are the same because they both coincide with the
cuspidal cohomology.)

Remark 8.22 (cf. [42, Rem. 8.19]). In works mentioned in Remarks 8.19 and 8.21
(and in [42, Rem. 8.17 and 8.18]), it suffices to assume that µ is regular, a weaker
(and hence better) condition than ours when GC has factors of types C or D. As
we mentioned in the compact case (see [42]), this is a limitation of our technique
using positive parallel weights of minimal size.

Similarly (to the case of G1), let us also write X+
MC

= X+
M1

, and write MC in
place of M1 in the remainder of this subsection.

For ? = can, sub, or int, we can extend the definition of A•ν,?(H,C) to all ν ∈ X+
MC

,
and deduce from Theorem 8.13 the following:

Theorem 8.23 (cf. [42, Thm. 8.20]). (1) If there exists a positive parallel
weight ν− such that ν + ν− is cohomological and µ(ν + ν−) ∈ X+

GC
, then

Aiν,can(H;C) = 0 for every i < d− l(w(ν + ν−)).
(2) If there exists a positive parallel weight ν+ such that ν−ν+ is cohomological

and µ(ν−ν+) ∈ X+
GC

, then Aiν,sub(H;C) = 0 for every i > d− l(w(ν−ν+)).

(3) If there exist positive parallel weights ν+ and ν− such that ν−ν+ and ν+ν−
are cohomological and such that µ(ν − ν+) ∈ X+

GC
and µ(ν + ν−) ∈ X+

GC
,

then Aiν,int(H;C) = 0 for every i 6∈ [d− l(w(ν + ν−)), d− l(w(ν − ν+))].

Remark 8.24 (cf. [42, Rem. 8.21]). When ν is cohomological and µ(ν) is regular,
one can use the mixed Hodge theory as in [18, Ch. VI, §5] and [24, Cor. 4.2.3] to
show that Faltings’s dual BGG spectral sequences (see [15, §3 and §7]; cf. Theorem
7.22) degenerate, and from this one can obtain an analytic analogue of Proposition
8.12 by using [44, Cor. 5.6] or [59, §11, Thm. 5], analogous to Theorem 8.23.

9. Crystalline comparison

To translate the vanishing results on the (log) de Rham (or crystalline) and
Hodge cohomology into those on the Betti (or étale) cohomology, we will use the
crystalline comparison theorem. This is similar to what we did in [42], but this time
we will explain how to use the relative comparison due to Faltings, which yields a
better lower bound for p. (See Remarks 9.8 and 9.9 below.)

We inherit the notations of [42, §5]. So we will denote by W , K = Frac(W ),

Kac, ι : Kac ∼−→ C, and F ac
0 those we defined in loc. cit. We still write MH,W :=

MH,0 ⊗
OF0,(p)

W , and denote by AW the pullback to MH,W of the universal family

from MH,0 (rather than from MH,1). Similar notations will be used for Kuga families
and their toroidal compactifications, and for the base changes of objects from S0

to K or Kac.
We shall keep on using the correspondence between crystals and quasi-coherent

sheaves with integrable and quasi-nilpotent (log) connections in [28, Thm. 6.2] and
denote, by abuse of notation, the corresponding objects with the same symbols.
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9.1. Relative crystalline comparison. For an integer s ≥ 1, we write Ws =
W/psW .

Proposition 9.1 (Faltings). Let m ≥ 0 be an integer, and let Σ and κ ∈ Km,H,Σ
be as in Proposition 7.16 such that the structural morphism f tor

m,κ : Ntor
m,κ −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1
is proper, log smooth, and log integral (see [28, Def. 4.3]), and satisfies the refined
description in the second paragraph there.

For 0 ≤ j < p − 2, the crystal Hj
m,κ,Ws

:= Rj(f tor
m,κ,Ws

)∗(Ω
•
Ntor
m,κ,Ws

/Mtor
H,Σ,Ws

) (by

the abuse of notation explained above and in Remark 1.5) is associated with the
étale sheaf Ri(fm,F ac

0
)∗,ét(Z/psZ) via Faltings’s contravariant functor D (see [16,

Thm. 2.6* and §II i)]). That is,

D∗(Hj
m,κ,Ws

) ∼= Rj(fm,Kac)∗,ét(Z/psZ),

where D∗ is the composite of D followed by the Pontryagin dual.
This association is functorial with respect to the proper log étale morphisms re-

fining cone decompositions in the source and the target of f tor
m,κ (such as under

replacements of κ and Σ with κ′ and Σ′ in Proposition 7.16), and is compatible
with the cup product and the formation of the Chern classes of line bundles.

We note that such a comparison (for relative morphisms having similar proper-
ties as f tor

m,κ does) was stated without details in the case of Siegel modular varieties
in [18, p. 241, paragraph 1] (with a slightly worse bound for p, which can, however,
be ameliorated by the Lefschetz-type argument as in [16, §V e)]). The essential
ingredients are explained in Faltings’s works on p-adic Hodge theory, and all sub-
sequent works on cohomology of Shimura varieties (including ours) follow the same
idea. Here we simply indicate a few points.

Proof of Proposition 9.1. First, by Lemma 7.18, H•m,κ,W satisfies Assumption 1.4.

Hence, by Remark 1.11, the proof of Theorem 1.8 shows that Hj
m,κ,W defines an

F -T -crystal (see [51, Def. 5.3.1]), which verifies the implicit claim that (after re-

duction modulo ps) Hj
m,κ,Ws

defines a crystal (or rather “Fontaine module”) for

Faltings’s theory (see [51, Prop. 5.3.9]). Thus it makes sense to apply the functor
D∗.

Then we use the theory of [17], which improves that of [16]. The étale local
description of f tor

m,κ in the second paragraph of Proposition 7.16 verifies the require-
ments in [17, §6]. This allows us to apply [17, 2. Thm. in §5], [17, 6. Thm. in §6],
and the remark following the last (on adapting the arguments in [16]; although
f tor
m,κ is not of Cartier type, we verified above that our relative crystals satisfy the

conditions required by Faltings). Given these, one can show that the étale and crys-
talline cohomology correspond under D∗ by adapting the argument in the proof of
[16, Thm. 6.2, with the remark following it]. �

9.2. Crystalline comparison with automorphic coefficients. As in [42, §4.3],
let Λ be an integral domain that is finite and flat over the p-adic completion of R1

(and hence finite flat over Zp). For each integer s ≥ 1, set Λs = Λ/psΛ. Moreover, as
in [42, §5.2], assume that the set Ω := HomZp-alg.(W,Λ) has cardinality [F0 : Q], so
that we have a decomposition W ⊗

Zp
Λ ∼=

∏
σ∈Ω

Wσ as in [42, (5.3)], and hence a similar

decomposition Ws ⊗
Z/psZ

Λs ∼=
∏
σ∈Ω

Wσ,s for each integer s ≥ 1. By Proposition 9.1,
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with Σ and κ as in the statements there, we have

(9.2) D∗
(
⊕
σ∈Ω

Hj
m,κ,Wσ,s

)
∼= Rj(fm,Kac)∗,ét(Λs)

(cf. [42, (5.6)]).

Let µ ∈ X+,<Wp
G1

with n := |µ|L. Suppose max(2, rτ ) < p whenever τ = τ ◦ c. In
[42, §4.3], we defined

étV
∨
[µ] := (εµ)∗ Rn(fn,F ac

0
)∗,ét(Λ)(−tµ)

and

BV
∨
[µ] := (εµ)∗ Rn(fn,C)∗,B(Λ)(−tµ).

Therefore, étV
∨
[µ] is a summand of Rn(fn,Kac)∗,ét(Λs), cut out by (the Tate twist

by −tµ of) the idempotent (εµ)∗. On the other hand, by (5.9), (V ∨[µ],Wσ,s
)can is a

summand of Hn
n,H,Σ,Wσ,s

∼= Hn
n,κ,Wσ,s

cut out by (the Tate twist by −tµ of) the

idempotent (εµ)∗ (defined in Proposition 5.8). It is natural to ask whether the
functor D∗ in (9.2) is compatible with the applications of (εµ)∗; or, if not obviously
so, whether we can at least justify this indirectly.

Proposition 9.3. With the assumptions on µ above, if n < p − 2, then the iso-
morphism (9.2) induces an isomorphism

(9.4) D∗
(
⊕
σ∈Ω

(V ∨[µ],Wσ,s
)can

)
∼= étV

∨
[µ],Λs

(after possibly replacing Σ with some refinement in the construction of Mtor
H,Σ,1).

Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 7.21, by applying Proposition 5.6, Lemma
5.7, and Proposition 7.16, up to replacing Σ with a refinement (and replacing κ
accordingly), we may assume that f tor

n,κ : Ntor
n,κ −→ Mtor

H,Σ,1 is log integral. Moreover,

in step (5) of Proposition 5.14, for each 0 ≤ i < t, we can always choose Σi+1 and
κi+1 ∈ Km,H,Σi+1 such that f tor

n,κi+1
: Ntor

n,κi+1
−→ Mtor

H,Σi+1,1
is also log integral,

regardless of the choice of κ′i ∈ Km,H,Σi . As a result, the corresponding classes
(h∗i )

∗(ci) in Proposition 5.14, defined by composing the morphisms [1]κi+1,κ′i
◦fκ′i,κi

or [1]κi+1,κ′i
◦ (hi)

∗
κ′i,κi

in step (7) there, are respected by the functor D∗ by the

functoriality and compatibility stated in Proposition 9.1. Hence (9.4) follows from
Proposition 5.14 and (9.2), as desired. �

Proposition 9.5 (cf. [42, (5.7)]). With the assumptions on µ above, if d+n < p−2,
then the isomorphism (9.4) induces isomorphisms

D∗
(
⊕
σ∈Ω

H•dR(MH,Wσ,s/SWσ,s , V
∨
[µ],Wσ,s

)
)
∼= H•ét(MH,Kac , étV

∨
[µ],Λs

)

and

D∗
(
⊕
σ∈Ω

H•dR,c(MH,Wσ,s/SWσ,s , V
∨
[µ],Wσ,s

)
)
∼= H•ét,c(MH,Kac , étV

∨
[µ],Λs).

Proof. This follows from Proposition 9.3 and [16, Thm. 5.3]. �

Corollary 9.6 (cf. [42, Prop. 5.8]). With the assumptions on µ and p above, if
Hi

dR(MH,1, V
∨
[µ],k1

) = 0 (resp. Hi
dR,c(MH,1, V

∨
[µ],k1

) = 0) for some integer i, then

Hi
ét(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

) = 0 (resp. Hi
ét,c(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

) = 0) for the same i.

Definition 9.7. We set |µ|′comp := 1+d+n = 1+d+ |µ|L, called the comparison
size of µ.
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Remark 9.8 (cf. [42, Rem. 5.10]). If |µ|′comp ≤ p−2, then the assumption d+n < p−2
in Proposition 9.5 is satisfied. In general, the condition |µ|′comp ≤ p− 2 is (weaker
and hence) better than the condition |µ|comp = 2d+ n ≤ p− 2 in [42, §5.2].

Remark 9.9 (cf. [57, §5]). If j ≤ p − 2, then by Tsuji [67] and Breuil [6] (in
a much more general context, following earlier works of Fontaine, Messing, and
Kato), one can compare the log de Rham cohomology Hj

log dR(Ntor
m,κ,Ws

/Ws) :=

Hj(Ntor
m,κ,Ws

,Ω
•
Ntor
m,κ,Ws

/Ws
) with the p-adic étale cohomology Hj

ét(Nm,κ,Kac ,Z/psZ).

(See [57, §5.1].) Moreover, the comparison is functorial in the log smooth total
schemes (such as Ntor

m,κ,Ws
), and is compatible with the formation of the log Chern

classes of line bundles and with the cup product structures. (In [57, §5.2], these are
credited to Tsuji [67] and Yamashita [69].) Therefore, by the same argument as in
[42, §5.2] and by the strong geometric plethysm provided by Proposition 5.14, if µ
and p satisfy the stronger condition |µ|comp = 2d + n ≤ p − 2, then one can com-
pare ⊕

σ∈Ω
H•dR(MH,Wσ,s

/SWσ,s
, V ∨[µ],Wσ,s

) with H•ét(MH,Kac , étV
∨
[µ],Λs

) without using

the (stronger) relative comparison theorem in Proposition 9.1. (This is essentially
the same argument as in [57]; but since the hypotheses in [57, §1.2.2] are still not
verified yet, we cannot apply the result in loc. cit. literally. Moreover, as explained
in [42, §3.6], we do not need Poincaré duality in our strong geometric plethysm.)

10. Main results: part II

10.1. Main results for étale and Betti cohomology. Let Λ be an integral
domain, finite flat over the p-adic completion of R1 (and hence finite flat over Zp).
(See the second paragraph of [42, §4.3].) Let Λ1 = Λ/pΛ (as in Section 9.2).

Theorem 10.1 (cf. [42, Thm. 8.12]). Suppose that µ ∈ X++,<p
G1

satisfies |µ|re,+ < p
and |µ|′comp ≤ p− 2 (see Definition 9.7). Then the following are true:

(1) Hi
ét(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

) = 0 for every i < d.

(2) Hi
ét,c(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

) = 0 for every i > d.

(3) Hi
ét(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ]) = 0 for every i < d.

(4) Hi
ét,c(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ]) = 0 for every i > d.

(5) Hd
ét(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ]) is a free Λ-module of finite rank.

(6) The morphism Hd
ét,c(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ]) −→ Hd

ét,c(MH,F ac
0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

) induced

by the canonical morphism Λ −→ Λ1 = Λ/pΛ is surjective; in other words,
every element of Hd

ét,c(MH,F ac
0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

) is the reduction modulo p of some

element in Hd
ét,c(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ]).

The same are true if we base change the coefficient Λ to any Λ-algebra, except that
we need the algebra to be flat over Λ for statement (5).

Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 8.7, it suffices to prove (1) and (2). (The
base change statement follows from the “universal coefficient theorem” for étale
cohomology; cf. the proof of Theorem 8.2.) To do this, we may replace Λ with
a domain finite flat over Λ and assume that the set Ω := HomZp-alg.(W,Λ) has
cardinality [F0 : Q], so that the results in Section 9.2 apply. By [42, Lem. 8.11 and
7.24], |µ|re,+ < p implies that 2d < p and that max(2, rτ ) < p whenever τ = τ ◦ c.
Since |µ|′comp ≤ p− 2, Corollary 9.6 applies, and (1) and (2) follow from Theorem
8.1, as desired. �
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Corollary 10.2 (cf. [42, Thm. 8.12]). Suppose that µ ∈ X++,<p
G1

satisfies |µ|re,+ < p
and |µ|′comp ≤ p− 2 (see Definition 9.7). Then the following are true:

(1) Hi
ét,int(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

) = 0 for every i 6= d.

(2) Hi
ét,int(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ]) = 0 for every i 6= d.

(3) Hd
ét,int(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ]) is a free Λ-module of finite rank.

(4) The morphism Hd
ét,int(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ]) −→ Hd

ét,int(MH,F ac
0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

)

induced by the canonical morphism Λ −→ Λ1 = Λ/pΛ is surjective. In
other words, every element of Hd

ét,int(MH,F ac
0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

) is the reduction

modulo p of some element in Hd
ét,int(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ]).

The same are true if we base change the coefficient Λ to any Λ-algebra, except that
we need the algebra to be flat over Λ for statement (3).

Proof. These statements follow from corresponding statements in Theorem 10.1,
for reasons similar to those in the proof of Corollary 8.8. �

Remark 10.3. We do not claim that the natural sequence

0 −→ Hd
ét,int(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ])

[p]−→ Hd
ét,int(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ])

−→ Hd
ét,int(MH,F ac

0
, étV

∨
[µ],Λ1

) −→ 0

is exact in the middle.

Corollary 10.4 (cf. [42, Cor. 8.13]). Theorem 10.1 and Corollary 10.2 remain
true with the étale cohomology replaced with the Betti cohomology (and with the
base field F ac

0 replaced with C).

Proof. This follows from [42, Prop. 4.14]. �

10.2. Concluding remarks.

Remark 10.5. The potential failure for the natural sequences in Remarks 8.9 and
10.3 to be exact has a meaning (in terms of the boundary cohomology). If they
are indeed not exact, then (unlike in the compact case) the process of taking the
interior cohomology (with assumptions such as the sufficient regularity, etc, in our
results) in the middle degree no longer gives exact functors.

Remark 10.6 (cases beyond PEL-type). Although there are technical details more
complicated than in the PEL-type cases, the arguments in [42] and this article
should also hold in the context of non-PEL-type Shimura varieties, using the good
integral models and their toroidal compactifications constructed in works of Vasiu,
Kisin, and Madapusi Pera.
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